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Abstract
Experiments were carried out to study the impurity screening in Alcator C-Mod.
Argon was injected during these experiments and the argon density in the plasma
was measured by observation of the helium-like argon spectrum using a high energy
resolution x-ray spectrometer array (HIREX). The argon screening efficiency p =
number of Ar atoms in the plasma was found to be independent of the divertor target platenumber of Ar atoms injected
strike point locations, the outer gap and the heating mode for the L-mode/Ohmic
diverted plasmas, and to be no more than weakly dependent of the plasma elongation
t for the limited plasmas. p oc ie for the diverted plasmas in Alcator C-Mod. p was
significantly higher for limited plasmas than for diverted plasmas, due to the higher
edge T, and ne of the diverted plasmas. During the H-mode, high impurity content
was found in the core plasma, mainly due to the long impurity particle confinement
time rather than the reduced impurity screening ability of the SOL.
A spatially constant diffusion coefficient and a moderate (3 m/s at the edge) in-
ward convection velocity were used to model most of the ohmic and L-mode plasmas.
But the impurity diffusion coefficient was found to be spatially variant for at least
some ohmic cases. During pellet injections, a large convection velocity was found.
Scandium was injected during long H-mode. Brightness profile and time history of
both He-like Sc and Li-like Sc were simulated using the MIST code. It was found that
the confinement improves substantially during the H-mode. D was found to drop by
a factor of 2 in the inner part of the plasma and by an order of magnitude to the
neoclassical level in the outer part. A large inward convection flux was also found to
exist at the edge. The transport studies results suggest that the edge transport pa-
rameters change substantially during the H-mode compared to the L-mode while the
central transport parameters remain at the L-mode level. This shows the importance
of the edge processes to the H-mode.
Thesis Supervisor: Earl Marmar
Title: Senior Research Scientist
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thermonuclear Fusion and the Tokamak Con-
cept
1.1.1 Thermonuclear Fusion
Nuclear fusion is the process that combines light nuclei into heavier ones and releases
energy. The most common fusion reactions occur in the centers of the stars, where
hydrogen is burned into helium and enormous amount of energy (the Sun releases
roughly 4 x 102" Joule per second) are released in the form of radiation. Almost all
the energy used by mankind can be traced back to the fusion energy produced by the
Sun in the past. Naturally the most important goal inspiring modern plasma physics
is to explore the commercial use of nuclear fusion energy produced on Earth.
The most useful reactions for the commercial applications of nuclear fusion mainly
involves two isotopes of hydrogen: deuterium (D) and tritium (T). These reactions
can be expressed as :
D + D -+3 He + n + 3.2MeV, (1.1)
D + D -+ T + p + 4.OMeV , (1.2)
D + T -+4 He + n + 17.6MeV . (1.3)
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The cross sections for these fusion reactions are appreciable only for incident
energies above 5 keV. Accelerated beams of deuterons bombarding targets will not
produce significant levels of fusion reactions because most of the deuterons will lose
their energy by scattering before undergoing any nuclear reactions. So far the only
feasible way to achieve nuclear fusion is to create a plasma with thermal energy in
the 10 keV range. The problems of heating and confining such a high temperature
plasma are the main topics of controlled thermonuclear fusion research.
1.1.2 Tokamaks
Controlled thermonuclear fusion is of great interest because it offers a virtually in-
exhaustible source of energy. The prospect of generating economically significant
amounts of power from controlled thermonuclear fusion has been and will continue
to be the driving force behind plasma fusion research.
A systematic study of controlled thermonuclear fusion started after the Second
World War, encouraged by the successful invention of the hydrogen bomb, which uti-
lized uncontrolled thermonuclear fusion. Soviet scientists pioneered the development
with the introduction of the tokamak concept. A tokamak is a toroidal containment
device which features a strong toroidal magnetic field combined with the magnetic
field generated by a large current flowing in the plasma. Since the 1950s, dozens of
tokamaks of various sizes and complexity were built around the world.
The goal of tokamak research, and to a larger extent, the entire magnetically con-
fined fusion research, is to discover magnetic geometries that are capable of stably
confining a sufficiently high density of plasma at a sufficiently high temperature for
a sufficiently long time to produce net thermonuclear power. In its most elementary
form the power balance in a magnetic fusion reactor is described in terms of the
Lawson parameter neTE with ne the plasma number density and rE the energy con-
finement time. ( Ref. [1] ) The condition to to achieve breakeven ( i.e. thermonuclear
neutron power > applied input power ) is:
neTE 6 X 1019 m s. (1.4)
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1.1.3 Alcator C-Mod Tokamak
Alcator C-Mod follows a high-field high-density compact tokamak approach to plasma
confinement. The name Alcator is derived from the Italian Alto Campo Torus meaning
"high field torus", which indicates the design philosophy of the Alcator series of
tokamaks. Alcator C-Mod is the third of the Alcator series of tokamaks, located in
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Its predecessors, Alcator A and Alcator
C, going into operation in 1974 and 1978 respectively, had proven that this high-field
high-density approach is extremely successful in obtaining high temperature, well
confined plasmas in machines of modest size and cost. In fact, Alcator C was -the first
magnetic confinement device to exceed the minimum value of the Lawson parameter
required for energy breakeven. See Ref. [2].
Despite their successful and productive performances, Alcator A and Alcator C
were traditional in design. They had circular cross-section plasmas with edges defined
by a solid limiter and the level of auxiliary heating was modest, less than the normal
ohmic heating power. Alcator C-Mod was originally conceived as a modification of
Alcator C. It soon became clear, however, that the most effective way to achieve the
aim of the experiment was to build an almost entirely new machine, while utilizing
the extensive ancillary equipment available from the Alcator C program. Alcator
C-Mod went into operation in 1992. It represents a major improvement over its two
predecessors in both expected performance and operational flexibility. Its capability
to produce highly elongated single or double null diverted plasmas offers opportunities
to explore an entirely new operation mode not available in the two older Alcator
machines. Divertor studies therefore represent a major research area in the Alcator
C-Mod program. One of the important tasks of divertor research is to understand
the impurity behavior under diverted operating condition.
Another significant improvement of Alcator C-Mod is its large auxiliary heating
power. Alcator C-Mod utilizes two RF (Radio Frequency) generating units to deliver
up to 4 MW of Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) heating wave at 80 MHz
through two antennas closely positioned to the plasma edge. Two more RF generating
units are available. In the future, Alcator C-Mod offers the possibility of investigating
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Alcator A Alcator C Alcator C-Mod
Operating period 1974-1981 1978-1986 1992-
Major Radius (m) 0.54 0.64 0.67
Minor Radius (m) 0.1 0.16 0.22
Toroidal Field BT (T) 8 13 5.3 (9)
Plasma Current Ip (MA) 0.4 0.8 1.2 (3)
Line average density (10 2 0 m 3 ) 0.1-5.0 0.1-10 0.8-4.0
Central electron temperature(keV) 2 2.5 4 (6)
Elongation r. 1.0 1.0 1.0-1.8
Flat-top duration (s) 0.5 0.5 1 (7)
Plasma cross-section limited limited diverted
Table 1.1: The basic plasma design parameters of Alcator series tokamaks. Values in
parentheses are for future operation.
ICRF power of up to 8 MW. This represents a significant extension of capabilities
over Alcator C and A, in which only a few hundred kilowatts of ICRF power were
available. The use of high auxiliary power in Alcator C-Mod requires some important
questions to be answered, among which is the effect on the impurity transport or
impurity source rates. It was observed in Alcator C that even small amount of RF
power led to serious impurity problems. See Ref. [3]. If the results obtained there
were to be extrapolated to the anticipated power planned for Alcator C-Mod , the
level of impurity radiation would be prohibitive.
Table 1.1 lists the basic plasma design parameters of Alcator series of tokamaks.
Figure 1-1 shows a cross section of Alcator C-Mod tokamak. Figure 1-2 shows the
set of poloidal field coils used in Alcator C-Mod .
1.2 Impurities in Tokamak Plasmas
Plasma impurities play an important role in tokamaks for a number of reasons. Their
presence can affect the plasma in various ways, some of which are detrimental to
plasma performance and some are not.
Since the goal of fusion research is to achieve economically significant amounts
of fusion power, it is of vital importance that the Lawson parameter nrE be maxi-
mized. The problem of maximizing neJE can be roughly separated into two relatively
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independent parts. First, the maximum energy confinement time TE is determined
by the microscopic behavior of the plasma: collisions and microinstabilities. In ex-
periments, the achievable rE is also affected by energy lose mechanisms. Impurities
play important roles in dissipating the plasma energy. Medium to high-z impurities
like Mo produce strong line emission and bremsstrahlung radiation [4] from the core
plasma, and therefore reduce the energy confinement time.
Second, the maximum density ne is determined by macroscopic equilibria and
stability limits set by the magnetic geometry. Low-z impurities like C and 0 form
a radiation layer at the outer part of the plasma, which both radiates away energy
and destabilizes the magnetic equilibrium, (Ref. [5] - [7]), and therefore limits the ne
achievable.
Radiation from the core plasma by medium to high-z impurities also reduces the
electron temperature and reduces the possibility of fusion reaction . A fuel dilution
effect caused by the existence of impurities also reduces the possibility of fusion re-
actions. There is a pressure limit and hence an electron density limit for a plasma
with a given magnetic field due to MHD instabilities (Ref. [8]). Given the fact that
the tokamak plasma is quasi-neutral and that each impurity atom contributes many
more electrons than does each fuel atom, significant amounts of impurities in the core
plasma would severely limit the fuel ion density achievable.
The problem that the impurities pose to tokamak operation necessitates the un-
derstanding of the behavior of various impurities, which is set by three factors; (a)
the sources, (b) the sinks and (c) the transport mechanisms linking the two.
(a) Source. The source of the impurities is generally located at the edge of the
plasma, arising from plasma-surface interactions, mostly sputtering from the limiter
or the divertor plates. But for the purpose of studying impurity behavior, various
impurities are also injected through pellet injection, laser ablation or gas puffing.
Depending on the initial velocity of the injected particles, the impurity source is not
always located at the edge of the plasma. Pellet injection, for example, may create a
impurity source well within the core plasma. The impurity source can be considered
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an edge effect for the main technique used in the studies in this thesis, gas puffing.
(b) Sink. Non-recycling impurities eventually return to the limiter or divertor
plate and deposit on it. Even for recycling impurities, as in the case of argon, some
of the atoms adhere to the machine surface. The rest of the recycling impurity ions
neutralized on the machine surface don't stay on the wall. Instead they re-enter the
plasma.
(c) Transport Transport mechanisms connect the impurity source and sink. They
can be further divided into two parts; 1) impurity penetration processes through the
Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) and edge plasma; 2) impurity diffusion processes throughout
the rest of the plasma. The latter is relatively simple and has been well studied and
documented. Impurity transport in the core plasma can be approximated by;
r = -D7 n + nV, (1.5)
where F is the impurity flux; D is the anomalous diffusion coefficient of the im-
purity; V is the convection velocity; n is the impurity density;
D has been measured by impurity injection experiments. It is found that D is
the same for many impurity species with close atomic numbers. For most ohmic and
L-mode plasmas, D can be approximated as a constant throughout the entire plasma,
i.e. 8 ~ 0. See Ref. [9].
1.3 Topics of This Thesis
Much of the emphasis of this thesis is put on the study of impurity screening un-
der various plasma conditions. Experiments dedicated to the comparison of impurity
screening in diverted and limited plasma were carried out and the results for two
types of impurities, argon and scandium, are presented in Section 4.2. These results
prove the divertor's advantage over the limiter in reducing impurity penetration. In
this section, a simple model is developed attempting to calculate theoretically the im-
purity density from measurable plasma parameters. Calculation of argon penetration
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efficiency using this model is presented in this section. Some analysis for crosschecking
the model offers qualitative support for it and are presented in Appendix D.
Argon was injected during many experiments dedicated to purposes other than
impurity studies. The data from those experiments were also analyzed and presented
in Chapter 4. The analysis shows that the argon penetration for the ohmic diverted
plasma is nearly independent of the divertor strike point location, the outer gap and
the ICRF heating. The argon penetration for the limited plasmas is also no more
than weakly dependant on the plasma elongation r, though the same conclusion
cannot be drawn for the diverted plasma due to lack of experimental data. Based
on the knowledge that the argon penetration is nearly independent of the parameters
mentioned above, efforts were made to produce a scaling for the argon penetration as
a function of the average electron density, which is the only parameter with significant
influence on argon penetration of the diverted plasmas. The scaling is discussed in
Section 4.7. H-mode impurity screening is also discussed in this chapter.
In the MIST (Multiple Ionization State Transport) code that is used to calculate
the density profiles of ions in different charge states, the impurity diffusion coefficient
is normally approximated as a constant throughout the plasma for ohmic plasmas.
However, evidence suggests this may not be the case. Instead, D decreases in the
outer region in at least some cases. The evidence will be presented in Chapter 5. One
of the cases studied in this chapter involves pellet injection. The convective velocity
is found to increase dramatically and the argon density is found to peak strongly
shortly after the pellet injection.
It was first observed on the ASDEX divertor tokamak (Ref. [10]) that when suf-
ficiently high auxiliary heating power was applied, the energy confinement time -rE
suddenly increased from the low value usually characteristic of auxiliary heated toka-
maks (L-mode). During this so-called "H-mode", the particle confinement time also
increase substantially, resulting impurity accumulation which may adversely affect
the plasma. Therefore it is of interest to study the impurity behaviors in the H-mode
plasmas. Several H-mode impurity studies were carried out on Alcator C-Mod. The
MIST code was used to simulate the brightness profiles and the brightness time his-
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tories of the injected impurity signals in order to find the transport coefficients that
produce the best fits. The results will be presented in Chapter 5. The transport
coefficients were then used to study the argon screening of the H-mode plasmas. The
results will be presented in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 6, future direction of the impurity screening research is discussed. A
summary of this thesis is also presented.
The appendices provide information on details of the atomic physics, instrumental
calibrations and test of the impurity penetration model.
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Chapter 2
Plasma Diagnostics and
Experiment
2.1 Plasma Diagnostics
Various diagnostics are used to observe the tokamak plasma. Though based on a
variety of physical effects, the diagnostics can be generally divided into three cate-
gories: magnetic measurements, radiation measurements and particle measurements.
For the purpose of this thesis, raw data are provided by radiation measurements.
Plasma parameters measured using other techniques, however, are essential to the
interpretation of the radiation data.
2.1.1 Magnetic Diagnostics
The position and shape of the plasma in Alcator C-Mod are diagnosed by an extensive
array of magnetic diagnostics which measure the magnetic field, magnetic flux and the
plasma current at a number of discrete locations around the vacuum vessel. See Ref.
[11]. The measurements are used to reconstruct the shape of the magnetic surfaces
both inside and outside of the plasma. The EFIT code (Ref. [12]) is used for the
reconstruction. It provides important knowledge of the magnetic geometry of the
plasma.
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2.1.2 Electron Temperature and Density Measurements
Electron Temperature Measurements
When electrons with high thermal energy gyrate around the magnetic field lines,
they emit cyclotron emissions which is characterized by their thermal temperature.
For a thermal plasma, the shape of the emission profile correspond to the shape of
the temperature profile along the line of sight. On Alcator C-Mod, electron cyclotron
emission (ECE Ref. [13]) diagnostic measures the radiation emission at various fre-
quencies. The electron temperature profile can be obtained utilizing the known mag-
netic geometry.
Electron Density Measurements
A 10 channel Two-Color Interferometer (TCI, [14]) system is used to obtain the
electron density profile used in the data analysis throughout this thesis. Each channel
of the TCI provides a line-integrated measurement of the electron density along a
vertical chord through the plasma. The chordal measurements are inverted using
standard matrix inversion techniques to yield the electron density profile.
Fast Scanning Langmuir Probe
TCI and ECE measures electron density and temperature mainly in the core
plasma. To obtain the electron density and electron temperature outside of the LCFS,
a Langmuir probe array is used in Alcator C-Mod experiments. It consists a fast scan-
ning reciprocating probe with four Langmuir probes imbedded on its tip (Ref. [15])
and 16 flush-mount Langmuir probes. The Fast Scanning Probe (FSP) provides the
electron density and temperature profiles outside of the LCFS. Figure 2-1 shows the
location of the Fast Scanning Probe.
2.1.3 High Energy-Resolution X-Ray Spectrometer Array
Spectrometer
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Figure 2-1: The location of the Fast Scanning Probe (FSP). Also shown are the locations
of the flush-mount Langmuir probes, marked by the encircled numbers. A diverted plasma
magnetic geometry is superimposed.
A five chord high resolution ( resolving power 4000 ) x-ray spectrometer array
(HIREX) is used in the Alcator C-Mod experiment, mainly for measurement of T;
but with a wide range of other applications. ( Ref. [16] ) For the purpose of this
thesis, some of the spectrometers were viewing helium-like argon spectra so the argon
density can be deduced. In order to obtain spatial profiles of the measured quantities,
each spectrometer is independently scannable. The range of the five spectrometers
combined covers the entire plasma region. (Figure 2-2 illustrates the scanning range
of each of the spectrometers.) To achieve the required scanning ability, von Hamos
geometry is used to reduce the size of the spectrometer. (Ref. [17].)
Argon ( z = 18 ) is the impurity of choice for several reasons. 'It is chemically
inert and the level is easy to control with a pulsed gas valve. For the central electron
temperature of Alcator C-Mod plasmas ( 2 - 5 keV ), the predominant charge states
of argon are fully stripped, hydrogen-like and helium-like, all of which have relatively
simple spectra for an = 1 transitions to the ground state, with the exception of the
fully stripped ions, which produce no spectrum. Argon recycles from the first wall
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Figure 2-2: Scanning range of the X-ray spectrometer array ( HIREX ). An elongated diverted
plasma is also shown here.
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surfaces so the argon level can reach a steady state in the plasma. Also argon's atomic
mass is small enough so there is adequate Doppler broadening for the ion temperature
measurements to be carried out in the high resolution spectrometers.
In order to cover not only An = 1 hydrogen-like and helium-like argon transitions,
but also high n transitions and spectra of other elements, the spectrometers have to
cover a wider wavelength range (2.8 A to 4.0 A). Given the condition that the Bragg
angle is desired to be between 20* and 40' for achieving good resolution and for
convenience, the Bragg Law nA = 2dsin 0 then requires that 6.22A< 2d <8.18A. The
quartz 1011 crystal (2d=6.687A) fits this range and therefore is selected.
Each individual spectrometer consists of a variable width entrance slit covered
with a 25pm beryllium window and a position sensitive proportional counter detector
with a 75pm beryllium cover. The entrances are positioned as close as possible to
viewing windows covered with 50pm beryllium foils on a flange on B-port, one of
the ten equally-spaced horizontal ports in Alcator C-Mod. The detectors are filled
with 60% Kr and 40% ethane at slightly above atmospheric pressure. The charges
produced by collisions of x-ray photons and Kr atoms travel on a multiwire anode
plane to induce image pulses on a delay line cathode plane. Those pulses travel at
much lower speed than the speed of light so that the positional information along the
delay line can be obtained by comparing the arrival time of the pulses at either end
of the detector. See Ref. [18]
Each spectrometer consists of an entrance arm with the entrance slit and the
crystal on a rotary mount which has a built-in home position for reference angle,
and an exit arm to which the detector mounts. The exit arm is connected to the
entrance arm by a bellows and is driven by a lead screw and a pivot mechanism which
forces it to pivot at the center of the crystal axis. See Figure E-I for a picture of the
spectrometer. Also see Figure E-2 for a more detailed view of the wavelength scanning
mechanism. The position of the exit arm is read from a linear variable resistor, which
is attached to the exit arm, and the position is in turn converted to wavelength.
Each spectrometer is mounted on a plate which pivots at the entrance slit. Actuators
are used to change the plates' vertical positions so that the spectrometers can look
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at various lines of sight. See Figure 2-2 for the scanning range of each individual
spectrometer. The vertical positions are also read using linear variable resistors.
Stepper motors provide power for both the vertical and wavelength movements. The
spectrometers are evacuated by a single mechanical pump, with independent valves
controlling the pumping of each individual spectrometer.
The wavelength and vertical position calibration procedures are described in Ap-
pendix A.
Electronics
High voltage is supplied to each detector at typically around 2KV. The detector
has an inherent 200 ohm impedance so each one has to be connected to a 200 ohm
- 50 ohm impedance matching transformer. Two fast amplifiers (each with a fixed
gain of -200) and an inverter are used to amplify the signal. An attenuator is used
in conjunction with the amplifiers because two amplifiers give too much gain while
one gives not enough. The amplified pulses are -2V to -5V with a 2 ns rise time
and a 10 ns decay time. It's very important to determine the arrival times of the
pulses since the positional information along the detector is carried by them. Ideally
the time the pulses reach a certain threshold can be used as the arrival time if the
pulses are of the same line shape. However, for pulses with different line shapes, it
takes different amount of time for the pulses to cross a certain threshold after they
arrive and thus gives an incorrect arrival time measurement. To solve this problem,
the amplified pulses are fed into a Constant-Fraction Discriminator ( CFD ). The
CFD takes negative input signals and splits each input signal so that a portion of the
signal is delayed and subtracted from a fraction of the undelayed signal. The resulting
bipolar constant-fraction signal has a baseline crossover that is virtually independent
of the input signal height. The zero crossing point is detected and used to provide
precisely timed logic pulses which are subsequently sent into a Time-Digital Converter
(TDC ). Signal from one end of the detector is arbitrarily set to trigger the start of
the TDC while the other signal , which is used to stop the TDC, undergoes 100 ns
delay to ensure it wouldn't arrive before the start signal. 100 ns is adequate because
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the total travel time for a pulse along the whole length of the delay line is 75 ns.
The time difference between the start and stop is then dumped to a histogramming
memory. The CFD also sends a logic signal to a scaler to record the time history of
the total counting rate. Figure 2-3 is a diagram of the data acquisition electronics
setup for a spectrometer.
The spectra are typically collected every 50 ms during a discharge and each in-
dividual spectrum has 1024 channels. The duration of each collection is mainly con-
strained by the amount of memory available. The more spectra are collected, the
more memory is needed if the wavelength range is maintained for each spectrum.
Also the shorter the collection duration, the fewer the counts per channel. For a
typical discharge, 50 ms collection time provides around 50 counts per channel for
the highest line for the spectrometer #5 if it's looking at around 17 cm away from
the plasma center. This is about the lower limit for achieving decent statistics. So,
even though HIREX is capable of collecting spectra at far less than a 50ms interval,
32 spectra at 50 ms each is a good compromise.
The detectors and cables are all shielded from radio frequency (RF) EM waves by
a metal housings.
2.1.4 VUV Spectrometer
At typical operating temperatures (2 -+ 5 eV) in Alcator C-Mod, much of the line
emission from impurities in the plasma occurs in the VUV region of the spectrum. A
high resolution, time-resolving absolutely calibrated spectrometer is used in Alcator
C-Mod to monitor the wavelength region from about 50A to 1100A. This device,
referred to as the McPherson spectrometer after the company that supplied the basic
instrument, is used as the baseline diagnostic for the characterization of impurities in
the tokamak. The McPherson spectrometer is configured as a time-resolving spectro-
graph with finite bandwidth through the use of a microchannel plate image intensifier
and a Reticon (Ref. [19]) photodiode array detector.
In Figure 2-4 a spectrum taken by the McPherson spectrometer in the wavelength
range of lithium-like scandium line emission, and the brightness time history of the
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Figure 2-3: Data aquisition electronics setup on HIREX
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lithium-like scandium line, is shown. The scandium is injected by a laser ablation
technique, which is discussed further in Section 2.2.3.
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Figure 2-4: Spectrum and brightness time history of Li-like scandium line taken by the
McPherson VUV spectrograph.
The most common chord viewed by this spectrometer is typically through the
center of the plasma. For all the analysis involved in this thesis, only data from
discharges during which McPherson spectrometer was viewing through the plasma
center are used, though this spectrometer is capable of viewing chords well above and
below the plasma center through a pivoting mechanism.
The McPherson spectrometer is absolutely calibrated using a soft x-ray source to
wavelengths of up to 114A. An extrapolation technique, using the known ratio of
oscillator strengths of a set of lines spanning the range of 128A -+ 780A which are
emitted by various impurity ions, is used to extend the results of the calibration to
its entire wavelength range (Ref. [20]).
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Figure 2-5: Range of viewing chords available to the VUV spectrometer.
2.2 Impurity Injection
Several methods of injecting impurities are available in the Alcator C-Mod. Gas
puffing injection, laser ablation and pellet injection are all used to various degrees for
the experiments which study impurity behavior. Among them, gas puffing injection
and laser ablation were used to inject impurities of interest for the studies in this
thesis. The behavior of argon injected through the gas puffing system has also been
studied for discharges during which a pellet injection system was used to inject lithium
pellets.
2.2.1 Argon Injection via A Pulsed Gas Valve
The main gas fueling system, which is capable of injecting a calibrated amount of
gaseous impurities, was used for these studies. This system used piezo-electric pulsed
gas valves to control the flow of gas from a four liter holding plenum into the plasma.
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The amount of gas introduced is controlled by varying the pulse length of the opening
of the valve as well as the pressure in the holding plenum. For the experiments for
this thesis, this type of valve is calibrated for argon. See discussion in Appendix A
for details.
The main gas fueling system is capable of introducing impurities at five locations
around the vacuum vessel. For argon injection, the valve located on the lower B port
flange, B-side lower as it is called, is normally used.
Shown in the Figure 2-6 is the location of the argon injection. The location for
scandium injection by the laser ablation technique, which is discussed in the next
section, is also shown.
0.5 1.0 1.5
R (m)
2.0 2
urn
.5
Figure 2-6: Poloidal location of B-side lower pulsed gas valve used in argon injection. Also
shown is a schematics of the gas injection system setup. The poloidal location of the laser
ablation injections is also shown though it is at a different toroidal location.
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2.2.2 Divertor Gas Injection System
Another gaseous impurity injection system is the divertor gas injection system (NINJA),
which is capable of introducing calibrated amount of impurity or fuel gas at up to 28
specified poloidal locations around the plasma. Due to the long length of the capillary
tubing through which the gas is introduced, the time response of this injection system
is relatively slow.
2.2.3 Laser Ablation Technique
The gas injection system is normally used for injecting recycling impurities, even
though certain low recycling gaseous impurities are also available. The gas injection
method is limited to injecting impurity neutrals with only relatively low energy. Pellet
injection techniques can deliver macroscopic amounts of impurities at velocities of up
to 1 km/s (Ref. [21]) for experiments which require impurities neutrals to be deposited
deep within the plasma. But these injections are highly disturbing to the background
plasma. For injections of trace amounts of impurity neutrals with fmite energy, a
technique called later ablation is also used. See Ref. [22].
In Alcator C-Mod , the laser ablation system uses targets which are two inch
square standard glass slides with a vacuum deposited layer of the desired impurity
material on the plasma facing side. The thickness of the deposited layer is typically
1 pm, but can range from 0.5 - 5 pm. (Ref. [20]). Adding to the versatility of the
system is its capability to accommodate up to nine different target slides at any given
time.
The laser beam used in this system is produced by a Q-switched ruby laser, with a
collinear HeNe laser as the alignment instrument. Ablation by this technique produces
a cloud of neutral atoms with a thermal distribution of energies superposed on a
directed energy of somewhere between 1 and 10 eV.
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Figure 2-7: Schematic of the laser ablation impurity injector system as viewed from
behind (i.e. looking toward the plasma). This is taken from Ref. [20].
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2.3 Experiments
During the period in which the research for this thesis was carried out, a current
flat-top during a discharge in Alcator C-Mod normally last around 0.8 second for a
discharge with BT = 5 Tesla, h, ~ 1.2 x 1020 m- 3 and I, = 0.8 MA. All the data used
in this thesis were taken during discharges with Br = 5.3 Tesla and Jp = 0.8 MA.
Argon is usually injected before the plasma current reaches a flat-top, giving argon
sufficient time to penetrate to the core plasma and reach equilibrium. In this way,
measurements can be make throughout the steady state phase. A typical argon pulse
lasts around 30 ms with the absolute pressure in the holding plenum set at around 4
psi. Such a puff injects ~ 1018 argon atoms. Figure 2-8 plots typical time histories of
some important plasma parameters, including the helium-like argon x-ray signal and
the voltage applied to the pulse gas valve used to inject the argon.
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Figure 2-8: Typical time histories of some important plasma parameters. Also shown is a
typical time of the argon x-ray signal.
During each discharge, normally one or more spectrometers is devoted to the
observation of helium-like argon spectra. Often the central chord is used to measure
the impurity density.
Argon is normally introduced in a non-perturbing trace amount (less than 1%
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of the total number of atoms in the plasma) to the plasma as a vehicle to provide
understanding of the behavior of the impurities under various operating conditions.
Several Alcator C-Mod runs were devoted to the comparison of impurity screening
efficiency of diverted and limited plasmas. The inner wall clearances of the plasma
Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) were varied on a discharge to discharge basis to
toggle the plasma between the diverted and limited condition. Figure 2-9 shows
the magnetic geometries of the diverted and the limited plasmas. (Note that the
plasma of shot 950316015 is limited on the inner wall.) Comparisons of the diverted
and limited plasmas were carried out for three plasma densities. During these runs,
argon was the primary impurity of interest. But scandium was also injected using the
laser ablation technique during one of the runs. The injection of scandium provided
both complimentary data for the impurity screening study and data for the impurity
transport coefficient study. Analysis of both types of impurity data obtained in this
experiment proves that the use of the divertor significantly reduces the amount of
low incident energy impurities enter the core plasma. The divertor is less effective
against high incident energy impurities injected by the laser ablation technique.
Since the trace amounts of argon is non-perturbing to the plasma, it was injected
during many experiments not explicitly dedicated to impurity studies. This enables
the study of argon behavior over a wide range of operating conditions, although the
interpretations are complicated by the fact that many different plasma parameters
are often varied simultaneously. Data from runs during which the majority of the
plasma parameters were held nearly fixed were analyzed. The analysis shows that
the impurity penetration in a diverted plasma has little dependance on the divertor
target plate strike points location, outer gap size and heating mode. For inner wall
limited plasma there is little or no dependance on r.
Argon was also injected during some of the lithium pellet injection runs. One
pellet injection shot is analyzed and the results show that the argon density peaked
strongly shortly after the pellet injection. The convective velocity is found to increase
dramatically. The impurity diffusion coefficient is also found to change after the pellet
injection.
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Figure 2-9: Magnetic geometries of a diverted and a limited plasma. Note that the plasma
of shot 950316015 is limited on the inner wall.
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Chapter 3
Modeling of Various Spectra
3.1 Helium-like Argon Spectrum
Modeling of the An = 1 helium-like lines and their satellite lines provides measure-
ment of the argon density inside the plasma. The modeling process is described in
the following sections.
3.1.1 Principal Lines
The An = 1 helium-like argon spectrum has four principal lines and eleven ma-
jor satellite lines. The four principal lines are produced by An = 1 transitions in
helium-like argon ions, while the eleven major satellite lines are produced by An = 1
transitions in lithium-like argon ions. Figure 3-1 shows a typical An = 1 helium-like
argon spectrum.
The four principal lines are:
1s2p 'P, - Is2 ISO
ls2p 3P2 - 1S2 ISo
Is2p 3p - 15 2 ISo
1s2s 3S, - 1s2 I 0
3949.2 mA
3966.0 mA
3969.4 mA
3994.3 mA
resonance line
intercombination line
intercombination line
forbidden line
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Figure 3-1: A helium-like argon spectrum.
To model the behavior of the line strengths under different plasma conditions, the
population mechanisms of the upper energy levels which generate these lines have
to be understood. Figure 3-2 is a diagram taken from Ref. [23] which shows all the
excitation and de-excitation processes among the various levels. It should be noted
that symbols are used in this figure and in the following discussions to represent
various levels. 9 denotes the ground level 152 'So of the helium-like ion. g' denotes
the ground level ls 22s 2S1/2 of the lith-ium-like ion. c denotes all the levels with
n > 2 and the continuum, i.e. the hydrogen-like ion. 0 denotes 1s2p 3PO. I denotes
1s2p 3pl. 2 denotes Is2 P 3p2. m denotes 1s2s 'S1. V' denotes 1s2p 'Pl. m' denotes
1s2s 'So.
For the plasma density we are interested in, which is around 102" m-', the photon
induced excitation and de-excitation are insignificant, and are therefore ignored. The
excited level population densities turned out to be very small compared to the ground
state population density. Thus the ground state population density is assumed to be
the same as the helium-like ion density for all practical applications. The level 1s2s
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Figure 3-2: Population processes for n = 2 levels of helium-like argon. g denotes the
ground level Is 2 'S0 of the helium-like ion. g' denotes the ground level 1s 22s 2S112 of
the lithium-like ion. c denotes all the levels with n > 2 and the continuum, i.e. the
hydrogen-like ion. 0 denotes Is2p 3 Po. 1 denotes is2p 3 P1. 2 denotes 1s2p 3P2. m
denotes ls2s 3S1. 1' denotes ls2p 'P1 . m' denotes ls2s 'So.
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'So ( in' ) is a metastable level from which the electron decays to the ground state
only through a two-photon transition with an extremely small transition probability.
This transition is also ignored as a depopulation mechanism. Table 3.1 lists all the
population and depopulation processes for the six n = 2 levels.
After taking into account all the mentioned processes, a complete set of equations
is reached. Equation 3.1 is an example of such an equation for the upper level of x
line:
n,(A29 + A2m + neS2m) = nfneSm2 + nH nea'2 + nHeneS . (3.1)
Equations similar to this were written for each of the six levels. The equations
were solved to give the populations of the upper levels of the w, x, y and z line. The
results are shown below:
(nHncam, +n HeneSm + nLineSgml)Sm'1 + (nHeS,1 + nHa',)(Am'g + neSm'i')
=. Amfg(Aiig + Aiim ) + ne(Sm, Amig + Smii Ai'g)
(3.2)
2 2
njH a'1 + nHSgl
nz = ne(nHe(S'm + E Sk) + nH(cacm + k) + nLiS1S
k=C k=A/9 1 + Al + nSim/Aig
nH c+nfHe S' 2  neSm1 fleSm2n~a2 ne )/2z (Amy + nS A19 + nS,2 A2g) (3.3)1 + A 2m/A 2g + nfeS 2m/A 29  A 19 + Alm + ne.Si A 29 + A 2m + neS 2m
__fzSm2 +nH~ + fHeS 2n. = nS2+ne.+ H 92n, , (3.4)A29 + A2m + neS2m
n. zSm1 + nH + nHeSg (3.5)
Aig + Alm + neSm
in which:
nH, nHe, nLi and ne are hydrogen-like Ar density, helium-like Ar density, Li-like
Ar density and electron density respectively;
nw, n,, n, and ny are the population densities of the upper levels of the w, z, x
and y lines respectively;
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Key Population Process Depopulation Process
1' collisional excitation from ground spontaneous transition to
level of helium-like Ar ion with ground level;
cascades from excited (n > 2) spontaneous and collisional
levels; transitions to ls2s' So
radiative recombination and
dielectronic recombination from
hydrogen-like Ar ion with cascades;
collisional excitation from 1s2s1So
in' collisional excitation from collisional excitation to ls2p'P 1
ground state with cascades; two photon transition to
radiative and dielectronic the ground level.
recombination from hydrogen-like Ar
with cascades;
inner shell ionization from
Li-like ground state;
spontaneous and collisional
transitions from ls2p'P 1 .
0, collisional excitation from ground spontaneous transition to
1 state and 1s2s3 S1 with cascades; ground state and to
& radiative recombination and 1s2s3S1 ( level 0
2 dielectronic recombination from doesn't have spontaneous
hydrogen-like Ar ion with cascades. transition to ground level)
m excitation from helium-like ground spontaneous transition to
state with cascades; ground state of helium-like ion;
inner shell ionization from collisional excitation to 1s2p 3P 2 ,
Li-like ground state; ls2p3 P1 and 1s2p'Po.
radiative recombination and
dielectronic recombination with
cascades;
spontaneous transitions from
1s2p 3 P2 ,ls2p3 P1 and ls2p3Po;
possible cascades from charge
exchange recombination into levels
around n = 9.
Table 3.1: Population processes for n = 2 levels of helium-like argon
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Aij are the spontaneous transition probabilities between level i and j;
Si3 are the collisional transition rate coefficients between n = 2 levels i and j;
9 are the collisional excitation rates from the ground state to upper levels of the
w,z,x and y lines, with cascades from higher levels taken into account;
a/k are the sum of radiative recombination and dielectronic recombination rate
coefficients, with cascades from higher levels taken into account.
All the rate coefficients mentioned above are taken from Ref. [23]. Formulas for
these rate coefficients are also given in Appendix B. Figures 3-3 to 3-6 plot the three
major rate coefficients for each line: collisional excitation from the ground state,
dielectronic recombination and radiative recombination, as functions of the electron
temperature Te. For all four lines, the collisional excitation rates are the highest
at high temperature. In cases when the helium-like argon is abundant, collisional
excitation is the dominant population process at high temperature (> 1.5 keV).
At low temperature (several hundred eV), like that in the plasma edge region, the
radiative recombination rates are several order of magnitude higher than both the
collisional excitation and the dielectronic recombination. This doesn't necessarily
mean that the radiative recombination contributes to the populations of the upper
levels more than the collisional excitation does in low temperature region due to the
fact that the hydrogen-like argon density is also much lower than the helium-like argon
density if coronal equilibrium is assumed. 1 However, in tokamak plasmas where the
impurity diffusion processes result in relatively abundant hydrogen-like argon ions in
the low temperature region, the radiative recombination processes become dominant
for population of the n = 2 levels. In any case, dielectronic recombination contributes
little to the population of those levels.
The emissivity for transition from level i to level f is:
E(if) = nen;Aif , (3.6)
'Coronal equilibrium assumes that all upward transitions are collisional and all downward tran-
sitions are radiative.
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Figure 3-3: Rate coefficients for major population processes for helium-like argon w line versus
electron temperature.
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Figure 3-4: Rate coefficients for major population processes for helium-like argon x line versus
electron temperature.
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electron temperature.
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The following is the emissivity for the resonance line as an example:
(nunfa'l,+nHefe Sgm' + nfLineSg'm')Sm~i' + (nHeSi' + nHa4ci)(Am'g + neSm'i')
Amg(Ai'g + Alim) + ne(SitmAmig + SmiiAig) n
(3.7)
3.1.2 Charge Exchange Recombination
Another process that can play a role in populating the levels is charge exchange
recombination, with subsequent cascades. The rate coefficient for charge exchange
into the nth level ac, is approximated in Ref. [24] as:
an,cx = 2.2 x 10-14T4e-(n-91) 2 m 3 s . (3.8)
The I distribution of the electrons captured into the nth level is also given in Ref.
[24] as:
W,1 = (21 + 1) ((n- 1)!)2 . (3.9)(n + 1)!(n - 1 - 1)!
According to Equation 3.9, 11.1% of the electrons captured into n = 9 level are
distributed to S levels, 26.7% to P levels and 28.3% to D levels. Within each I level,
1/4 of the electrons are captured into the singlet and 3/4 into the triplet states. Nearly
all the singlet P electrons undergo spontaneous radiative transitions to the ground
state. The majority of the S and D electrons cascade to n = 2 levels. The majority
of the triplet P electrons also cascade to 1s2s3S 1. Figure 3-7 is an illustration of all
the transitions from n = 9 levels to n = 2 levels permissible by the selection rules.
Electrons in n = 9,1 > 2 levels are forbidden by the selection rules to undergo direct
transition to n = 2 levels. Instead, they have to cascade down to lower I < 2 levels
first. This makes modeling that part of the cascade contribution very complicated.
So contribution from electrons captured into n = 9,1 > 2 levels are ignored for the
sake of simplicity.
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Figure 3-7: Permissible transitions for cascading from n = 9 levels to n = 2 levels
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The contribution by the electrons captured into n = 9 levels to the population
of n = 2 levels also largely depends on how the electrons are distributed among
n = 9 sublevels with different J values and what the branching ratios of the cascade
processes are. The following are three possibilities and the respective results:
1. Assume statistical distribution ( i. e. proportional to 2J + 1 ) among n = 9
sublevels and statistical distribution for the electrons cascading into n = 2 levels with
different J values.
Based on this assumption ( call it Model 1 ), after careful enumeration, contri-
bution from all electrons captured into n = 9 levels to n = 2 levels are listed in
Table 3.2.
level symbols m' 1' m 2 1 0
contribution 0 9.85 20.03 21.31 6.84 1.40
(in %)
Table 3.2: Contribution to n = 2 levels from all electrons captured into n = 9 levels
for Model 1.
2. Assume that in the high n levels interactions between sublevels break down
the statistical distribution, and therefore assume an even distribution among n = 9
sublevels and a statistical distribution for the electrons cascading into n = 2 levels
with different J values.
Based on this assumption ( call it Model 2 ), contribution from all electrons
captured into n = 9 levels to n = 2 levels are listed in Table 3.3.
level symbols m' 1' m 2 1 0
contribution 0 9.85 20.03 20.05 7.74 1.71
(in %)
Table 3.3: Contribution to n = 2 levels from all electrons captured into n = 9 levels
for Model 2.
3. Assume even distribution among n = 9 sublevels and even distribution for the
electrons cascading into n = 2 levels with different J values.
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level symbols m' 1' m 2 1 0
contribution 0 9.85 20.03 15.96 8.88 5.34
(in %)
Table 3.4: Contribution to n = 2 levels from all electrons captured into n = 9 levels
for Model 3.
Based on this assumption ( call it Model 3 ), contribution from all electrons
captured into n = 9 levels to n 2 levels are listed in Table 3.4.
Similar calculations were also performed for n = 8 and n = 10 levels to include
contributions from those levels. All three distribution models are used to try to fit the
spectra. However, none proves to be successful in explaining the observed spectra that
may have significant charge exchange recombination contribution. See Section 5.2.1
for detailed discussion.
3.1.3 Satellite Lines
Satellite lines are produced by 1s21inr2 -* 1s 2n12 with the n12 electron as a spectator
electron, i.e. the n12 electron remains in the same state before and after the transition
and acts as a perturbation to the transition. This is why 1s21jnI2 --> 1s 2 n12 produces
emission lines close in wavelength to the lines produced by 1s2 1 -+ is 2 transitions.
The most notable satellite lines for the helium-like argon spectrum are the n = 2
and several n = 3 lines. (Ref. [25]) The related values used in the argon satellite line
emission calculation are listed in Table 3.5.
When an electron with an energy slightly lower than the ionization threshold col-
lides with a helium-like ion, it may cause excitation and simultaneously be captured
into a high bound state. Such dielectronic capture can be reversed by autoionization
and the helium-like ion is returned to the original state. But if a radiative transition,
normally of the lower-level electron, rid the atom of its excessive energy before it
breaks up of its own accord, the atom is then stabilized and a true dielectronic re-
combination is completed. For j, k, a, m and n = 3 satellite lines the main population
process is dielectronic recombination from helium-like ions in the ground state. The
emissivities of these lines are given as:
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Array Key A (mA) Aa A, F2* (if)
1s2p 22 D5 / 2 - 1s2 2p 2P3/ 2  j 3944.2 15.19 5.11 22.95
1s2s2p2P3/ 2 - 1S 22s 2S 1/2  q 3981.6 .26 10.08 1.03
1s2s2p 2P 1/ 2 - 1s 2 2s 2S 11 2  r 3983.7 1.56 8.52 2.64
1s2p 22D 3/2 - 1s 2 2p 2P1/ 2  k 3990.2 14.44 5.84 16.64
1s2p 22P3/ 2 - 1s 2 2p 2 P31 2  a 3986.2 .97 13.73 3.37
1s2s2p 2P3/ 2 - 1s 2 2s 2 S/ 2  s 3967.9 10.28 .55 2.07
1s2s2p 2P1 / 2 - 1s 2 2s 2S 11 2  t 3968.7 9.03 2.13 3.44
1s2p 22 S 11 2 - 1s 2 2p 2 P3 / 2  m 3966.1 2.26 4.08 2.57
1s2s3d2F/2 - 1s 2 3d 2 D5 / 2  3951.6 1.37 8.74 9.45
1s2s3p 2 D3/2 - 1s 23p 2 P11 2  3955.5 3.45 8.58 9.51
1s2s3p 2 D5 /2 - 1s 2 3p2 P3 / 2  3956.6 3.67 8.70 15.05
Table 3.5: Satellite lines of helium-like argon An = 1 transitions (Aa, A, and F2*(if)
in 10 13 s-1)
E,(T) = nefnHeF 2*F*(i, Te) , (3.10)
where F1*(i, Te)F2* is the effective dielectronic recombination rate coefficient. F*(i, Te)
is given as:
F*(i, T) = 1.659 x 10-2T3/2 Te m3 , (3.11)
and F2* is listed in Table 3.5.
For q, r, s and t satellite lines, inner-shell excitation from lithium-like ion ground
states also plays a major role in population of the upper levels.
This part of the emissivity is
E (TeTe) , (3.12)
where Ci is the effective excitation rate which is obtained by applying a Z-scaling:
Cif(A, Te) = Cif [B, (-)2Te](Z)3 (3.13)
to calcium data, taken from Ref. [26], Table 7b. Where A, B are the elements the
scaling is applied to. In this case, A is Ar and B is Sc.
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Figure 3-8: Cif(T) and Fl*(T)F2* versus Te for helium-like argon satellite line q, where
Cif(T) is the effective inner shell excitation rate for the lithium-like ions and FI*F2* is the
effective dielectronic recombination rate coefficient for the helium-like ions.
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Figure 3-9: Fl*(Te)F2* versus Te for helium-like argon satellite line k, where F*F2* is the
effective dielectronic recombination rate coefficient for the helium-like ions.
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Figure 3-8 shows Cif and F*F2* versus T for the q satellite line of helium-like
argon. Inner shell excitation is the dominant population process when the lithium-
like argon density is comparable to, or higher than, the helium-like argon density.
Figure 3-9 shows F *F2* versus T for the k satellite line of helium-like argon.
The above formulas and Aa, A,. and F2*(if) are taken from Ref. [25]. The wave-
lengths of the satellite lines are taken from Ref. [27]. It is noticed that the wavelengths
given in Ref. [27] have systematic shifts which are corrected in this thesis by com-
paring the wavelength of the forbidden line ( z ) given in the Ref. [27] with what
is measured in Alcator C experiments ( Ref. [9] ) and applying the difference to all
other wavelengths.
To calculate the emissivity of helium-like argon transitions, the electron temper-
ature T profile is taken from Electron Cyclotron Emission ( ECE ) measurements
(Ref. [13]); the electron density profile is taken from Two Color Interferometer ( TCI
) measurements (Ref. [14]); the density profiles for various argon charge states are
provided by the MIST (Multiple Ionization State Transport) transport code, (Ref.
[28]), with the assumption of constant diffusion coefficient of D = 0.6 m 2 /sec (in-
ferred from laser ablation impurity injection experiments) and a convective velocity
profile of v(r) = 0.5-2D m/sec, r is the minor radius in m; the total argon density
left as a variable.
A synthetic spectrum calculated from measured ne (Figure 3-14) and T (Figure 3-
15) profiles is illustrated in Figure 3-10, with the positions of the principle lines and
important satellite lines marked out.
3.2 Helium-like Scandium Spectrum
The helium-like scandium (z = 21) spectrum is very similar to that of argon (z = 18)
due to their proximity in atomic number.
The four principal lines of helium-like scandium are:
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Figure 3-10: A helium-like argon synthetic spectrum.
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The values needed to calculate the rate coefficients for the processes involved in
the modeling of helium-like scandium are listed with the argon data in the previous
tables. The formulas used for modeling the helium-like argon spectrum also apply to
the modeling of the helium-like scandium spectrum.
The dielectronic recombination data for satellite lines of helium-like scandium are
listed in Table 3.6. These data are obtained by applying a Z-scaling;
C6(ScT.)= C(Ar,(ZA 2 Zs- (3.14)Zsto e ZAr
to argon satellite data with Zsc = 19.5 and ZAr = 16.5. Here Cf = F2(fF*T)
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Array Key A (mA) F2*(if)
1s2p 2 2 D5 /2 - 1s 2 2p 2 P3/ 2  j 2902.0 53.43
1s2s2p 2 P 3/ 2 - 1s 22s 2S 11 2  q 2893.4 2.40
1s2s2p 2 P 11 2 - 1s 22s 2S 11 2 r 2895.6 6.15
1s2p 2 2 D 3 / 2 - 1S2 2p 2P1 /2  k 2898.4 38.74
1s2p 2 2 P31 2 - 1s 2 2p 2P3/2  a 2896.2 7.85
1s2s2p 2P 3/2 - 1s 2 2s 2S 1 / 2  s 2884.8 4.82
1s2s2p2 P 112 - 1s 22s 2S 11 2  t 2885.7 8.01
1s2p 2 2 S 1/2 - 1s 2 2p2P3/2  m 2884.4 5.98
Table 3.6: Satellite lines of helium-like scandium An = 1 transitions. (F2*(if) in
1013S- 1 )
F1*(T) is defined by Equation 3.11.
The contributions from inner-shell excitation to the satellite lines q, r, s and t are
obtained by applying the Z-scaling Equation 3.13 to calcium data, taken from Ref.
[26], Table 7b.
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Figure 3-11: A typical synthetic time history of x-ray signal of An = 1 helium-like scandium.
Unlike argon, scandium is a non-recycling impurity. It takes usually around 50
ms for injected scandium to diffuse out of the plasma. The histogram is not used
in scandium analysis due to its 50 ms time resolution. Instead, data from the scaler
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are used to give the time history measurements. To model the time history of the
scandium line emission, the MIST code is run for scandium in a time-dependent
mode to give the time-history of the fractional abundance of the various ionization
stages of scandium. Then the synthetic time history (see Figure 3-11 for a typical
synthetic time history of x-ray signal of An = 1 helium-like scandium) is compared
and normalized to the experimental data to get the time history of the total scandium
density profile in the plasma. Since the total number of scandium atoms in the plasma
varies with time, the total number of scandium atoms is taken at the moment when
the central scandium density reaches its maximum.
3.3 Lithium-like Argon and Scandium Spectrum
Another method of measuring argon and scandium is with the VUV spectrograph,
which operates at ultra-violet wavelengths(50A - 1100A). Al = 1, An = 0 transitions
of lithium-like argon and scandium produce photons of wavelength around 350 A,
which are readily observable by the spectrograph, (Figure 3-12).
By modeling the spectra of these transitions and comparing them with the ob-
served data, the impurity density can be deduced. The following will discuss the
modeling of lithium-like argon lines in detail, with the understanding that lithium-
like scandium is similar to argon in atomic physics.
The two principle lines from Al = 1 transitions in argon are:
1s 22p=3/ 2 - 1S2 2s 354.3 A
1s 22pj=1/2 - 1S22s 388.7 A
Rigorous calculation of the population of the upper level of those transitions re-
quires detailed balancing of all the possible transitions between this level and nearby
levels, i. e. the ground level and n = 3 levels. The following are the complete set of
equations coupling the population of n = 2 and n = 3 levels:
n 2pA 2 p-2. + n2pne(S2,-2. + S 2p-3. + S2p-3p + S2p-3d) =
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Figure 3-12: A spectrum of argon 1s 2 2p9=3/ 2 - 15 22s and scandium 1S 22pj=1/2 - 18 22s
lines taken with the McPherson (VUV) spectrometer. The closeness of the two lines enables
simultaneous measurement of both argon and scandium characteristics.
ne(n2S2s-2p + n3sS3s-2p + f 3 pS33-2p + n3dS3d -2p) +
n3sA 3s-2p + nf3dA3d-2, + eneac-2p , (3.15)
n3 ,A 3 -2p + n3sne(S3-2, + 8 3s-2p + S3s-3p + S3-3d)
n,(n2 ,S 2s-3   + n2pS2p-3s + f 3pS 3 p- 3 . + n3dS3d-3.) +
n 3,A 3s-2p + n3dA3d-2p + nHene~c-3s , (3.16)
n3 ,A 3 p-3. + n3pn(S 3 p-2. + S3p-2p + S3p-3. + S3-3d) =
ne(n2sS2,-3p + n2pS2p-3p + n3,S 3,-3p + ndS3.-3p) +
n3dA3d-3 + nfeneac3, , (3.17)
n3d(A3d-2p + A3d-3p)'+ n3dne(S3d-2s + S3d-2p + S3d-3, + Sd-3p) =
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nfe(n2sS2s-3d + n2pS2p-3d + nl3,S3,-3d + n3pSp--3d) +
nHeneC'c-3d - (3.18)
n2p, as well as the population densities of the n = 3, levels can be calculated by
solving the above set of equations. Figure 3-13 plots the emissivity of the 1s 2 2p -
1s 2 2s transitions versus electron temperature. It also plots the contribution to this
emissivity by population processes other than collisional excitation, e.g., radiative
recombination and cascades from n = 3 levels.
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Figure 3-13: Contribution to lithium-like argon emissivity by various population processes.
Calculated for ne = 1020 m- 3, nA,6+ = nA,15 = 1016 M-3.
Figure 3-13 shows that in the range of temperature that we are interested in, all
other population and depopulation mechanisms are insignificant in comparison with
the collisional excitation from the ground level. Hence all practical applications will
take the collisional excitation from the ground level as the only population mechanism,
for which the rate coefficient is;
Sgk = 1.58 x 10"Tj-2 E-' fj79(y)e-' m 3 -1 , (3.19)
where y = Egh/Te; Ek is the excitation energy in eV; Te is the electron temperature
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Element j A (A) Egk (eV) fij A B C D
Ar - 388.7 31.9 0.0263 0.68 0.95 -0.47 0.28
354.3 35.0 0.0584 0.68 0.95 -0.47 0.28
Sc 326.3 38.0 0.0220 0.68 0.96 -0.47 0.28
281.8 44.3 0.0522 0.68 0.96 -0.47 0.28
Table 3.7: Parameters for lithium-like argon and scandium.
in eV; fij is the oscillator strength of the transition i --+ j; Q(y) is the average of the
collision strength, Q(U), over the Maxwellian electron energy distribution:
£A(y) = yeyj C7(U)e-YUdU,
and can be approximated by:
Q(y) = A + (By - Cy 2 + D)f(y) + Cy,
(3.20)
(3.21)
where A, B, C, D for the j = 1 and j = j levels for argon and scandium are listed
in Table 3.7, and f(y) is defined by:
f(y) = e~"Ei(y) , (3.22)
where:
Ea(y) = j z~1e~ydz , (3.23)
and f can be approximated as;
f(x) =ln( ) - {0.36 + 0.03(x + 0.01)a}(x + 1)-2X (3.24)
in which a = 0.5 (x > 1) or a = -0.5 (x < 1).
Lithium-like scandium transitions have very similar behaviors as the argon tran-
sitions.
1s 2 2pj=3/2 - 1s 22s
1s 22p=1/2 - 1822s
281.8 A
326.3 A
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The McPherson spectrograph is able to cover the argon j = j line and the scan-
dium j = line simultaneously. Thus it provides the measurements of both argon2
and scandium density in the plasma.
3.4 Testing the Helium-like Argon Modeling
Using the atomic physics calculation described in the last chapter, emissivities of
various argon and scandium emission lines can be calculated as functions of given Te,
ne and fractional abundance of argon and scandium ions. What are observed, however,
are the integrals of the emissivities along the line of sight. With the emissivities given
in the last chapter, a code was written to produce synthetic spectra for argon with
given electron temperature and density profiles and density profiles of various argon
charge states for a given line of sight. Geometric factors, crystal reflectivities, window
transmissions and detector sensitivities are all taken into account in this code.
Typical n. profile, shot 940603020
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Figure 3-14: Typical ne profile shown in a linear and a log plot.
For the line of sight which is near the plasma center where the temperature is
high, the dominant population process is collisional excitation from the ground state.
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Figure 3-15: Typical Te profile shown in a linear and a log plot.
Since this is a relatively simple process which is well understood and well documented
and since the plasma parameters are well measured near the center, the spectrum of
the centermost chord is used to calculate the total argon density. The ne profile
used in the modeling is taken from the Two Color Interferometer measurements.
(Ref. [14]) Figure 3-14 shows a typical ne profile. The T profile is taken from the
Electron Cyclotron Emission measurements. (Ref. [13]) Figure 3-15 shows a typical
Te profile. The locations of the Hirex viewing chords as functions of flux surface
are obtained by converting the vertical positions of the viewing chords using flux
surface information provided by the EFIT code. Figure 3-16 shows a flux plot of
Alcator C-Mod shot 940603020, with the viewing chords of the x-ray spectrometers
overploted. As mentioned before, the total argon density is left as a variable in
the MIST transport code. It is adjusted so that the synthetic spectrum fits best
with the experimental data. In Figure 3-17 - Figure 3-20, the total argon density
was adjusted so that the synthetic spectra for spectrometer #2, which looked at a
line of sight 3.5 cm away from the center of the plasma, fitted best with the observed
spectra. There was a good agreement between the synthetic spectra and the observed
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spectra for this spectrometer. The same argon density profiles were then used to
produce synthetic spectra for the spectrometers looking further out in the plasma.
Those synthetic spectra also agreed with the observed ones within a 25% discrepancy.
These agreements proved the validity of both the modeling of argon spectra and the
assumption of the transport coefficients used in the MIST code.
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Figure 3-16: Hirex viewing chord locations for Alcator C-Mod discharge 940603020.
It should be noted that while the spectra looking near the center of the plasma were
modeled very well in terms of both principle line strengths and satellite line strengths,
the discrepancy between the synthetic spectrum and the observed one increased as the
line of sight moved further out, as illustrated in Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20. Several
factors could contribute to this discrepancy. The uncertainty of the measurements
of T, and ne profiles increases at the outer region of the plasma. Therefore the
synthetic spectrum calculated from those profiles also became less accurate. Also,
the assumption of a spatially constant diffusion coefficient was not necessarily correct.
Discussion in the following part of this thesis shows that the diffusion coefficient is
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spatially variant for at least some cases. Thus in this specific case, the diffusion
coefficient might not be taken as spatially constant in reality, hence causing the
observed spectra to differ from those calculated assuming a spatially constant diffusion
coefficient.
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Figure 3-17: Fit for shot 940603020 HIREX spectrometer # 2 spectrum integrated from 0.8
sec - 0.85 sec viewing at minor radius of 3.0 cm. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The
dashed line is the synthetic spectrum.
Figure 3-21 plots the calculated density profiles of the Ar ions using D = 0.5 m 2 s-
and a convective velocity profile of v(r) = 0.5 m/sec for Alcator C-Mod
plasma discharge 940603020. The total number of argon ions in the plasma is obtained
by volume-integrating the sum of the density profiles of all charge states.
3.5 Obtaining the Central Argon Density Time
History
Another technique to study the argon screening is to use the time history data taken
from the scaler attached to each HIREX spectrometer. The scaler data provide a
time history of the sum of all helium-like argon lines plus the satellite lines within the
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Figure 3-18: Fit for shot 940603020 HIREX spectrometer # 4 spectrum using argon density
obtained by normalizing the brightness of w line of the synthetic spectrum of spectrometer #2
to its observed value. The spectrum was integrated from 0.8 sec - 0.85 sec viewing at minor
radius of 4.5 cm. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The dashed line is the synthetic
spectrum.
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Figure 3-19: Fit for shot 940603020 HIREX spectrometer # 1 spectrum using argon density
obtained by normalizing the brightness of w line of the synthetic spectrum of spectrometer #2
to its observed value. The spectrum was integrated from 0.8 sec - 0.85 sec viewing at minor
radius of 7.4 cm. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The dashed line is the synthetic
spectrum.
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Figure 3-20: Fit for shot 940603020 HIREX spectrometer # 5 spectrum using argon density
obtained by normalizing the brightness of w line of the synthetic spectrum of spectrometer #2
to its observed value. The spectrum was integrated from 0.8 sec - 0.85 sec viewing at minor
radius of 15.0 cm. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The dashed line is the synthetic
spectrum.
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Figure 3-21: Density profiles for total argon, H-like argon, He-like argon and Li-like argon for
shot 940603020.
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spectrometer range. The analysis process is as following: T data and ne are taken
from the ECE and TCI measurements, respectively, for each specific moment. The
fractional abundance of argon ions of various charge states are obtained by applying
coronal equilibrium and the ignoring impurity transport. The MIST code isn't used
in this technique because the brightness comes mostly from the vicinity of the plasma
center and impurity transport has little effect on the charge state distribution of the
argon ions in the plasma center. Figure 3-22 plots the comparison between the radial
relative abundance profiles of argon ions produced by assuming coronal equilibrium
alone and by using MIST code. It shows no significant difference in the plasma center.
In the further out region of the plasma, however, the coronal equilibrium predicts
much lower (two order of magnitude) hydrogen-like argon density than MIST code,
which incorporates the impurity transport terms. In the previous discussion about
the rate coefficients, the radiative recombination coefficients are shown to be several
order of magnitude higher than the collisional excitation coefficients at temperature
lower than several hundred eV, e.g. 500 eV. The fact that hydrogen-like argon density
is comparable to the helium-like argon density in the outer part of the plasma means
that radiative recombination becomes the dominant population process for all An = 1
lines beyond minor radius of 15 cm. Thus radiative recombination has to be taken
into account in order to calculate the line ratios and the brightness profiles of the
An = 1 lines correctly in the outer part of the plasma. This is why the atomic
physics model used in this thesis includes radiative recombination in its calculation
and use MIST-produced argon ion density profiles.
In Appendix C the technique for calculating the fractional abundance of argon
ions is presented.
3.6 Conclusion
Modeling for the helium-like argon and scandium An = 1 transitions is developed,
taking into account all possible collision excitations and de-excitations, inner shell ex-
citations, radiative and dielectronic recombinations, charge-exchange recombinations
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Figure 3-22: Linear and log plots of the comparison between coronal equilibrium-produced
and MIST-produce abundance profiles of argon ions.
and spontaneous radiative decays between the ground states of helium-like argon,
the ground states of lithium-like argon, and n = 2 levels, and among the n = 2
levels, and between the n = 2 levels and higher levels including the hydrogen-like
argon. Utilizing the density profiles for various charge state provided by MIST code
with anomalous impurity transport taken into account, this model is successful in
fitting the experimentally observed spectrum taken with HIREX at various minor
radius. Both the brightness profile of the lines and the line ratio between different
lines agrees well with the observation. Also developed is the modeling of satellite
lines to the helium-like argon and the modeling of lithium-like argon and scandium.
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Chapter 4
Impurity Penetration Studies
4.1 Introduction
The presence of the plasma impurities can affect the plasma in various ways, some
of which are detrimental to plasma performance because of the impurities' strong
radiating power. Thus it is important to understand the behavior of impurities under
various plasma conditions. The ability of the plasma to screen the impurities is one
of the behaviors that needs studying.
Studies regarding impurities had been carried out in many tokamaks in the past.
In particular, the studies of impurity screening had been carriedout in DIIID (diverted
plasmas) (129]) and TEXTOR (limited plasmas) ([30]) through impurity injections.
In DIIID, argon and neon were injected through a gas puffing system at various
locations. Argon was found to have a penetration rate of the order of 50% ([29])
in DIIID, which was an order of magnitude higher than what was found in Alcator
C-Mod . Neon was found to have a penetration rate of around 90% ([31]) and this
result was independent of the gas injection locations. Similar investigations were
also carried out in TEXTOR in the past several years for limited plasmas. Various
impurities, including argon, were used in those studies. While it was found that
the argon is 100% recycling, its penetration efficiency is found to be just around 4%
(i.e. 4% of the total argon atoms injected were found to reside in the core plasma),
comparable to what was found in Alcator C-Mod .
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An important question left unanswered from the previous studies of impurity
screening is what plasma parameters determine or influence the screening efficiency.
Studies were carried out in Alcator C-Mod trying to answer this question.
A major difficulty in studying impurity screening in actual tokamak plasmas is that
normally more than one plasma parameter which can potentially affect the screening
changes from discharge to discharge or even during a discharge. This makes it difficult
to isolate the cause of changes in impurity screening. Great effort has to be made in
selecting data of discharges during which only one variable significantly changes.
To study the effect of plasma variables and conditions on impurity screening/penetration,
a series of experiments was carried out. Intuitively, plasma geometry, e.g. elongation
r, divertor strike point locations, inner and outer gap, etc, all have potential influence
over the impurity penetration. Several experiments were carried out to explore such
influence. Results from these experiments are presented in this chapter.
4.2 Impurity Screening Comparison of Diverted
and Limited plasmas
Divertors were conceived of as a way of reducing the sputtered and recycled impurity
inflow characteristic of limiters. (Ref. [32]) Poloidal divertors are used in the Alcator
C-Mod tokamak. External coils carry currents parallel to the plasma current, divert-
ing the poloidal magnetic field and creating magnetic nulls. A magnetic separatrix
thus defines the LCFS. Flux surfaces outside the LCFS can be conveyed some distance
away from the main plasma to separate divertor chambers. Although divertors may
have several other advantages, such as facilitating H-mode and possibly helium pump-
ing, this impurity screening effect is their primary raison d'etre. One pays a rather
heavy price to include a divertor in a tokamak design - increased magnet complexity,
increased vacuum vessel complexity, less efficient use of B-field volume, and severe
difficulties with heat removal. Therefore it is necessary to verify experimentally a
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divertor's superior impurity screening in comparison to a limiter. Three experiments
(C-Mod run 950316, 950519 and 951208) dedicated to such comparison were carried
out. During those experiments, plasma elongation was kept at r, = 1.50 - 1.55, and
the plasmas were toggled between limited on the inner wall and diverted, on a shot-
to-shot basis. See Figure 2-9 for the comparison of the magnetic geometries between
limited and diverted plasmas. During run 950316, experiments were carried out for
both topologies at three different densities using the main gas fueling system. During
run 950519, experiment was carried out at high density, ie ~ 2.6 x 1020 m-3, also
using the main gas fueling system. During run 951208, the experiment was carried
out at medium density, i, ~ 1.5 x 1020 m- 3, using the NINJA system to inject argon
at several locations. These experiments confirmed the advantage of the divertor over
the limiter in argon screening. In 950519 and 951208, successful measurements of the
edge electron density and temperature profiles were obtained using the Fast Scanning
Langmuir Probe.
4.2.1 Experimental Data of Run 950316
During this run, diverted and limited plasmas were studied for three density ranging
from i ~ 1.2 x 1020 m- 3 to ii - 2.6 x 1020 m- 3 . Plasma current during the flat-top
was 800kA throughout the run. The plasmas were limited on the inner wall in the
limited shots. Argon was injected using 30 ms long pulses with 4 psi plenum pressure
(injecting ~ 101 argon atoms) in the diverted shots and using shorter pulses in the
limited shots. Figure 4-1 plots the argon penetration p = number of Ar atoms in the plasmanumber of Ar atoms injected
(expressed in percent) of limited and diverted plasmas obtained from HIREX data
for three plasma densities. The argon penetration for the limited plasmas is around
a factor of 2 of that for the diverted plasmas.
The McPherson spectrograph was also used to measure the argon density in the
plasma from lithium-like argon emission. The modeling of the lithium-like argon and
scandium are discussed in Section 3.3. The MIST code again provided the fractional
abundance of argon ions. As it typically is, the line of sight for the McPherson spec-
trometer during this run passed near the center of the plasma, as shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1: Argon penetration comparison between diverted and limited plasmas, obtained
by HIREX during Alcator C-Mod run 950316. 4p = 800 KA, ie is in 1020 m- 3 . Solid vertical
lines show the error bars.
A code was written to calculate the line-integrated brightness of lithium-like j =
line with given T, and ne profiles and the MIST argon ion profiles. Line brightness
calculated this way was then compared to the line brightness observed through the
McPherson Spectrometer. The total argon density used in the MIST calculation was
adjusted to equate the two line brightnesses. Figure 4-3 plots the argon penetration
obtained from the McPherson data versus the ft. The ratio between argon penetra-
tion of limited plasmas and that of diverted plasmas was also around 2:1, confirming
the HIREX results.
It should be noted that the penetration calculated from the McPherson's data is
nearly four times that calculated from the HIREX data. One reason for this may be
that HIREX is not absolutely calibrated. Comparison with other diagnostics inferred
a factor of two accuracy for the HIREX measurements. The McPherson data also has
a factor of two error range. ([33]) The factor of four discrepancy could be accounted
for if both measurements gave errors in the same direction. Also, another possible
reason was that the lithium-like argon density in the outer region of the plasma was
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Figure 4-2: Line of sight of the McPherson spectrometer during Alcator C-Mod run 950316.
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Figure 4-3: Argon penetration comparison between diverted and limited plasmas, obtained by
McPherson Spectrometer during Alcator C-Mod run 950316. Ip = 800 KA, n-, is in 1020 M-3.
Solid vertical lines show the error bars.
higher than that predicted using a spatially constant diffusion coefficient. Evidence
provided in Section 5.2.1 suggested that lithium-like argon density in the outer part of
the plasma was higher than that predicted by a spatially constant diffusion coefficient.
In that case, a factor of 10 difference is suggested. This direction of the discrepancy
was consistent with what was suggested by the difference in VUV and HIREX data.
Scandium was also injected during this run using the laser ablation technique to
study screening of the non-recycling impurities. Figure 4-4 plots the number of Sc
atoms from a series of identical injections that get into the plasma vs. fi,. It was clear
that the screening became better when the density was higher. But the difference of
screening between limited and diverted plasmas was significantly smaller than that of
argon. This could be partially explained by the fact that some scandium ablated by
the laser may enter the scrape-off layer as microscopic particles instead of as separated
atoms. ([34]) Therefore a significant number of scandium atoms would penetrate into
the core plasma before they were ionized. Thus the difference in screening between
limited and diverted plasmas had no effect on at least part of the scandium atoms,
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Figure 4-4: The number of scandium atoms in the plasma versus the in. Alcator C-Mod run
950316. I = 800 kA. The solid vertical lines show the error bars.
and therefore reduced the difference in total screening.
4.2.2 Modeling of Impurity Penetration.
In an attempt to explain how impurities penetrate into the main plasma, a simple
model is developed to correlate the impurity density in the plasma with potentially
measurable edge plasma parameters. It is a 1-D model which assumes that all incom-
ing neutral impurity atoms ionized within the SOL are swept into the divertor region
and the rest of the neutral impurity atoms enter the main plasma.
For an influx of neutrals with vj = vcosO as the velocity component normal to
the SOL layer, the fraction of neutrals penetrate the SOL is:
X0 nego 5_Vo n,-(F-
Ppen= exp(- dx) = exp(- o dx) (4.1)0 i VV Cos 0
where 0 is the incident angle and av-i is the first ionization rate coefficient, which is
expressed as(see Ref. [35]);
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arv- = 1.7 x 10-§($)2( ) e_ - (1 - e ) m 3 -i . (4.2)
xi R9
Here xi is the first ionization energy of the impurity expressed in eV, R, is the
ionization energy of hydrogen (13.6 eV), T is in eV, y is the average Gaunt factor
approximated in Ref. [351 as:
v3 T
I = V+ ln(1 + T') ,(4.3)
7r Xi
where x0 is the location of the LCFS with respect to the edge of the SOL.
Averaging Equation 4.1 over all incident angles and velocities to get total impurity
influx at the LCFS for a plasma of surface area A, surrounded by neutral impurity
gas of density n and temperature Timp:
IF, (a) nAp dv / e4 v3 dO sin 1 Cos 0 dx) (4.4)
where vm = 2kTi" is the most probable velocity of a gas of Maxwellian distribution
with a temperature of Timp, a is the minor radius at the LCFS. A, is the total plasma
area. n is the number density of the neutral impurity gas. Some evidence suggest
that Timp is higher than the room temperature. Discussion about this is presented in
Appendix D.
In this 1-D model, it is assumed that the gaseous impurities fill the whole volume
in the vacuum chamber outside of the plasma in the form of neutral atoms. Also, the
impurity gas is assumed to have a constant density everywhere outside of the plasma.
Therefore:
N
n =, (4.5)
Vot - V
where N is the total number of impurity atoms existing outside of the plasma in the
form of neutral gas. If wall pumping is ignored and only a small percentage of the
impurity gets into the plasma, then N is effectively the same as the total number of
the injected impurity atoms Nin. Vt, is the total volume of the vacuum chamber
and Vp is the plasma volume.
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Thus the total impurity influx is given as:
N o 4 d2O sin 0 cos e x( nred)
ri,(a)= ApJ dv e Mv2 d exp(-.
V "t - V 0 7rV, 3 2 V oCos 0
(4.6)
Assuming the perpendicular diffusion coefficient at the LCFS is the same as the
anomalous diffusion coefficient D1 throughout most of the plasma, and assuming zero
convection for the sake of simplicity, the total outflux of the impurity ions F,"t(a) is
given as;
rout(a) = ApD± 7 nimp(a) e ApDnimp(a)/ASOL, (4.7)
where nimp is the impurity density in the plasma and nimp(a) is the impurity density
at the LCFS. ASOL is the characteristic decay length of impurities in the SOL.
When convection is ignored, and if D± = constant, the radial profile of the impu-
rity density consists of a region of constant density to the edge and a falling profile
beyond it. In this case,
ASOL Xiza, (4.8)
where the mean free path of the ionization Ai,, is approximated by:
Aiz = vo/UT-3(a)ne(a) , (4.9)
where vo is the average velocity of the neutral impurity influx. If the impurity is a
gas at temperature Tmp, vo is given by:
8KTim, iV0 = ( i ) 2 .(4.10)irm
In steady state, across the LCFS the total impurity outflux Pot must equal the
total impurity influx Fri:
F.t(a) = Fri(a) . (4.11)
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Substituting Equation 4.6 and 4.7 back to 4.11;
- A_(a)n_(a) _ N 00 4 7i scos zO nedvi
AD_____-_ A, d vje t"v 1 de 2 exp(- dx).VO V Po - 2, f, V  Cos 0
(4.12)
From Equation 4.12, the impurity density at the LCFS is given as;
dv-2, v3fid sin 0Ocos[X___
nimp(a) N 
____ 
-~Vp)" v3 d3 expi(- ncseon dx).(V.4o± - V)D 1 vi5(a)ne(a) o V Jo 2 V cos 0
(4.13)
For such a model, ignoring convection, the impurity density at the LCFS is a good
approximation of the central impurity density. For argon, it turns out that a very
small percentage (several percent) of the injected atoms are in the plasma, implying
that N ~ N,,,. Thus find the relation:
number of Ar atoms in the plasma nimplp
P = number of Ar atoms injected Ning
( V P-V)D V One(a) Jo dV 4 e V3 f2i do s c exp(- fxo n dx) .(4.14)
A crude test was done to qualitatively support this model. See Appendix D for
detailed discussion.
4.2.3 Experimental Data of Run 950519 and Run 951208
In run 950519, argon was injected using the B-side lower pulsed valve. The time
histories of the central argon density (obtained using method described in Section 3.5)
of a limited shot and a diverted shot, both of which had an 30 ms argon pulse starting
at 0.5 s, are presented in Figure 4-5. The central argon density of the limited shots
was about twice as high as the diverted shot, indicating a better screening ability of
the divertor configuration.
In run 951208, argon was injected through the NINJA system in order to explore
the impact of different puffing locations. Also a series of successful Fast Scanning
Probe measurements of the edge electron temperature and density profile were carried
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Figure 4-5: Time histories of the central argon density of a limited and
during run 950519. Also shown is the argon injection pulse.
a diverted discharge
out. Due to low conductance of the capillary tubes used in the NINJA system to inject
gas, it usually takes longer than a discharge for the impurity gas to enter the vacuum
chamber completely. Therefore identical injections were made at -0.3 s for 300 ms for
different shots and the time history of the central argon density were used to study
the limiter-versus-divertor problem. Figure 4-6 shows the argon density for argon
injections from various locations for both limited and diverted shots. It is obvious
that the diverted shots are much better at impurity screening than the limited ones.
Argon densities in the limited shots are an order of magnitude higher than that in
the diverted shots.
To explain such difference between the diverted and the limited plasmas, one has
to study the screening mechanism. When the simple penetration/screening model
was developed in Section 4.2.2, it was assumed that the screening depended entirely
on the electron density and temperature profiles in the SOL, but not on where the gas
was injected. This would imply that shots in which the same amount gas was injected
at different locations should have the same impurity density in the core plasma, as
long as their SOL structures were similar, i.e. they were of similar magnetic geometry.
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Figure 4-6: Time histories of the central argon density of limited and diverted discharges
during run 951208.
This was indeed the case for the diverted and the limited shots, respectively. The
experimental observations was consistent with the model.
Since the electron temperature and density profiles play an essential role in impu-
rity screening, the Fast Scanning Probe (FSP) data were analyzed. This two runs were
separated by a major maintenance period. It was found that the impurity screening
was better for the later. Otherwise the conditions in those two runs were similar,
both of which were ohmic, BT = 5.3T and I, = 800 kA. Elongation of the diverted
shots in both runs were between 1.6 and 1.7. For the limited shots in both runs the
elongation were around 1.3. One important difference of the two runs, however, was
that run 950519 was of higher density, ii, 2.6 x 1020 m-3 , and run 951208 was of
medium density, ii, - 1.5 x 1020 m-3. Figure 4-7 plots the typical FSP data for the
diverted and the limited shots in both runs. It shows that the both the electron tem-
perature and density were higher in the diverted shots than in the limited shots. The
model suggests that this is the reason why diverted plasmas are better at impurity
screening. Higher edge electron density and temperature means that more neutral
impurity atoms are ionized within the SOL and fewer can enter the core plasma.
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Figure 4-7: FSP data for typical diverted and limited shots in run 950519 and run 951208.
For run 950519, fi, 2.6 x 1020 m-3. For run 951208, he ; 1.5 x 1020 m-3
The FSP data were then used as input to Equation 4.14 to calculate the argon
penetration number of Ar atoms in the plasma Other parameters assumed are: D =penetationnu ber of Ar atoms injected
0.5 m 2 8- 1 ; An = 0.005 m. For each run day, Timp was deduced by adjusting its value
to fit the argon penetration calculated from HIREX data for a shot in which argon
was inject through the B-side lower valve and use that Timp in calculating p for other
shots of the run day. Error analysis was done by varying the electron temperature
and density profiles to their maximum error ranges both in magnitude (10%) and in
radial coordinates (1 mm). Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 shows the range of p for limited
and diverted plasmas. It predicts better screening for the diverted plasma than for
the limited plasma. This was consistent with the experimental observations.
4.3 Effect of Divertor Target Plate Strike Point
Location on Impurity screening
The locations of the places (called strike points) where the magnetic field lines con-
necting the LCFS through the magnetic null hit the target plate categorize the diver-
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points. The solid diamonds show the results calculated directly from FSP data.
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tor configurations into open, closed and slot divertor. See Figure 4-10 for illustrations
of each configuration. The divertor configuration can be obtained using the magnetic
geometry measurements and the EFIT code.
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Figure 4-10: Various divertor configurations. The X and
divertor in meters.
Y axis show the dimensions of the
During several experiments, the strike points were scanned while other plasma
parameters were held as steady as possible. The argon penetration results from the
strike point scan are presented in this section. Figure 4-11 shows the flux plots of
some shots with different strike points locations.
Figure 4-12 and 4-13 plot the argon penetration versus the vertical coordinates of
the outer and inner divertor strike points of some discharges of various densities. The
combined range of the scans at three densities covered the whole length of the divertor
plate. (See Figure 4-10 for the dimension of Alcator C-Mod divertor) For one density
the strike points were scanned on the lower half of the outer divertor target plate. On
one discharge the outer divertor strike point was located on the floor of the divertor,
making the configuration a slot divertor. Figure 4-12 and 4-13 indicate that impurity
screening was independent of divertor strike point positions for diverted plasmas.
Scanning probe measurement of the edge electron density and temperature profiles
were successfully carried out in the divertor strike points scan experiment. Figure 4-
14 shows the edge electron temperature and density profiles obtained with FSP. It
shows that there were not significant difference between edge electron density and
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Figure 4-11: Flux plots for discharges with different strike point locations. Flux surfaces were
taken from the EFIT calculations.
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Figure 4-12: Argon impurity penetration versus the vertical (z) coordinates of the outer
divertor target plate strike points for Alcator C-Mod run 950426 and 950519. Solid vertical lines
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Figure 4-13: Argon impurity penetration versus the vertical (z) coordinates of the inner
divertor target plate strike points for Alcator C-Mod run 950426 and 950519. Solid vertical lines
show the error bar.
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temperature profiles of shots of different divertor strike point locations. The model in
Section 4.2.2 then predicts the argon penetration should be essentially the same for
those shots. This is consistent with the experimental observation shown in Figure 4-12
and 4-13.
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Figure 4-14: Edge electron temperature and density profiles for the divertor strike points scan
shots.
4.4 Effect of r on Impurity screening
No dedicated plasma elongation ( K ) scan for the diverted plasmas was carried
out in Alcator C-Mod , but a dedicated r, scan for the limited plasmas was done.
Even though the limited plasmas may behave differently compared to the diverted
plasmas, this experiment still offered information on which speculation about the r,
dependence of the diverted plasmas could be made. % scan were done for two densities
at I, = 500 kA. Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 show the results for r, scans for low
density, Tz ~z 5 x 10" m-3 , and medium densities, fi, ~ 1.3 x 1020 m-3, respectively.
For the medium density case ( Figure 4-16 ), argon penetration had no dependence
on r,. Even for the low density case, which seemingly demonstrated a monotonic
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Figure 4-15: K scan for low density limited plasmas in Alcator C-Mod run 950606. I, =500 kA. ii - 5 x 1019 m-3
dependence, the dependence was not strong enough to necessitate the inclusion of K
as a variable in scaling studies. The reason for this was that the argon penetration
only changes by a factor of 20% ( a relatively small amount ) when r, varies from
0.9 to > 1.4, which covers most of the r range in Alcator C-Mod operation ( Alcator
C-Mod plasmas normally have r, < 1.6 ). For limited plasmas, at least, the argon
penetration had no more than a weak dependence on n.
4.5 Effect of the Outer Gap on Impurity Screen-
ing
During one experiment, the plasma outer gap was varied by moving the plasma
centroid while keeping the inner gap fixed. All other plasma parameters were kept
fixed as nearly as possible. ii, ~ 2.0 x 1020 m-s; K 1.7; Ip = 800 kA. The outer
gap was varied from 0.7 cm to 2.3 cm. This almost covers the whole possible outer
gap range for Alcator C-Mod plasmas.
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Figure 4-17 shows the edge electron temperature and density profiles obtained
with FSP. It shows that there are not significant difference between edge electron
density and temperature profiles of shots of different outer gap. According to the
model in Section 4.2.2, the argon penetration should be essentially the same for those
shots. Figure 4-18 shows that this was indeed the case. It shows that the argon
penetration p was independent of the outer gaps (expressed in cm), consistent with
the model's prediction.
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error bars.
Argon impurity penetration versus outer gap. The solid vertical lines show the
4.6 Effects of ICRF Heating on Impurity screen-
ing
Data from ICRF heating experiments were analyzed in search of its effect on the
impurity screening. During Alcator C-Mod run 950502, the electron density was kept
constant during the ICRF pulses, whose power ranged from 1.25 MW to 2 MW,
while the electron temperature increased. The ohmic power ranged from 1 MW to
1.5 MW. Figure 4-19 shows the time histories of one of the discharges during this
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Figure 4-19: Time histories of various plasma parameters and x-ray signals in the Alcator
C-Mod ICRF heating experiment. HIREX-2 is spectrometer #2, with which the argon density
is measured.
run. Figure 4-20 plots the time history of the central argon density. It shows that the
ICRF heating, though it increased the intensity of the x-ray emission, did so primarily
by increasing the electron temperature, not by increasing the impurity penetration
into the plasma. In less well-controlled ICRF experiments, the electron density as
well as the electron temperature changed during the ICRF pulses. In such cases, the
impurity penetration did change. But when the data for Ohmic plasmas and for the
L-mode ICRF plasmas are plotted versus ft,, they show no scaling difference between
these two heating modes. Figure 4-21 plots the data from another experiment.
4.7 Argon Penetration Scaling for Alcator C-Mod
Diverted Plasmas
The study of the argon penetration scaling was carried out during the Alcator C-
Mod operation period between November 1994 and June 1995. By carefully selecting
plasma discharges in which ne is the only variable that changes significantly, an em-
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Figure 4-20: Time history of the central argon density for Alcator C-Mod discharge 950502033.
The duration of the ICRF heating pulse is also shown.
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pirical scaling of the argon penetration/screening was obtained for Alcator C-Mod
diverted plasmas.
2.1
P = --- , (4.15)
where p= number of Ar atoms in the p 'asma is the argon penetration in %. i, is the linenumber of Ar atoms injected
averaged density divided by 1020 m-3.
Figure 4-22 shows the dependence of p on 1/7-e for discharges during run 950316.
It is a replot of Figure 4-1, with the x-axis changed from ii to 1/e. A linear relation
between p and 1/n, is apparent. The solid straight line plots the p values given by
the scaling Equation 4.15.
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Figure 4-22: Argon penetration scaling versus ;-. Alcator C-Mod run 950316. I, = 800 KA.
Solid vertical lines show the error bars.
Figure 4-23 plots data from three similar Alcator C-Mod runs (all diverted, ohmic
and I = 800KA) obtained using HIREX data. Again, the solid straight line plots
the p values predicted by scaling p = 1. Also plotted is the dependence of p on f,
predicted by the penetration model in Section 4.2.2. Edge parameter scaling with
respect of ii can be found for C-Mod. (Ref. [203) In this thesis, scaling with the
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same form but different coefficients were used in order to fit the FSP-measured edge
electron density and temperature profiles better. The scaling used were:
n.Se'aatri = 0.4(he - 0.6) + 0.2 ,
A, = 7 .0(' - 1.0) + 4.9 ,
Teseparatx= -10. 7 (' - 1.0) + 53.
Ip
AT 2.9( - 1.0) + 6.3,
P
(4.16)
where nseparatrix and he are in 102 0m-3; I, is in MA; Tpr is in eV; A and A
are the e-folding widths of the density and temperature, respectively, in the scrape-off
layer, and they are both in mm.
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Figure 4-23: Argon penetration scaling versus 1/it. I4 = 800 KA. The solid vertical lines
show the error bars. The sloped solid straight line shows the scaling p = g. The curved solid
line shows the scaling obtained by applying the penetration model and edge parameter scaling.
The inverse dependance of p on ie is contradictory to an earlier study on argon
conducted also in Alcator C-Mod , which shows no dependance of argon p on the
electron density ([20]). However, this result is consistent with the result from an
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earlier study of the laser ablated scandium ([20]). This suggests that the earlier
experiment with argon might have less well controlled experimental conditions.
Also it should be noted that Alcator C-Mod tokamak's impurity screening ca-
pability has been observed to improve on a run period to run period basis. So the
constant in Equation 4.15 would not be the same for other run periods.
4.8 Impurity Screening during the H-mode
Since its discovery on ASDEX tokamak in 1982, the H-mode remains the interest
of the fusion community. During the H-mode, the particle confinement time also
increase substantially, resulting impurity accumulation which may adversely affect
the plasma. Thus it is necessary to study the impurity screening characteristics of
the H-mode plasmas. Argon was injected during the H-mode to study the screening
characteristics of the H-mode. The proper transport coefficients were obtained by the
scandium injection experiment. The process of obtaining the transport coefficients is
discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-24: Argon penetration comparison before and during the H-mode. Vertical solid
lines show the error bars.
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The impurity penetration was found to be substantially higher during the H-mode
than in the Ohmic plasma. Figure 4-24 shows the argon penetration before and during
the H-mode. It shows that the H-mode penetration was over a factor of 5 higher than
the ohmic one.
Laser blow-off scandium injections also confirm that there were much more impu-
rities in the plasma during the H-mode. Figure 4-25 shows the helium-like scandium
X-ray time histories of two nearly identical injections. The solid line is the H-mode
time history. The dotted line is the L-mode one. The H-mode signals not only show
that the confinement time is much longer in the H-mode than in the L-mode, also
they show nearly an order of magnitude increased in intensity over the L-mode. This
is consistent with the findings from the argon injection experiment.
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Figure 4-25: Comparison of helium-like scandium X-ray signals between a H-mode shot and
a L-mode shot. The solid line is the H-mode time history. The dotted line is the L-mode one.
The H-mode studies show that the impurity content in the core plasma increases
substantially during the H-mode. In the case of argon, the increase reached a factor
of 5. Two factors might contribute to this increase, the increase of the impurity
confinement time and the change of the ability of the SOL to screen the impurities.
For a fixed impurity influx at the LCFS, the impurity density is proportional to the
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impurity confinement time. So an order of magnitude increase in particle confinement
time could contribute to all the increase in impurity density and suggested that there
was no significant change in the screening ability of the SOL.
4.9 Uncertainties in the Argon Density Measure-
ments
The high resolution x-ray spectrometers haven't been absolutely calibrated. But for
the problems in this thesis, it is more important to measure the argon density of
one discharge relative to another in order to compare the influence of various plasma
parameters on the impurity screening than to measure the absolute level of argon
density. To achieve maximum consistency, the data used in the thesis for argon
impurity screening studies were taken with the same spectrometer at the same wave-
length setting and viewing approximately the same location in the plasma. During
the time the data were taken, this spectrometer had no change in configuration. So
the uncertainty in the relative argon density measurement mainly comes from the
uncertainty of the electron temperature and density measurements, especially the
electron temperature measurements because the emissivities of the helium-like argon
lines are strong functions of the electron temperature. This fact is also advantageous
in terms of reducing the uncertainty of the argon density measurements because the
line-integrated brightness of the helium-like argon lines have little contribution from
the outer cooler region of the plasma where the electron density and temperature
measurements have larger uncertainties.
Since it's more important to know the relative trend of the impurity penetration
variation as a function of various plasma conditions for the purpose of this thesis, the
systematic errors of the electron temperature and density measurements are of little
concern. Instead, the random errors, or dispersion, of these measurements contribute
most to the uncertainties of the analysis used here. For a standard magnetic geometry
plasma discharge, as all the discharges discussed in this chapter, the electron density
measurement has a error range of less than 10% for the core plasma. (Ref. [361)
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The situation for the electron temperature measurement is, however, more complex.
Electron temperature (ECE) measurement has gone through many re-calibrations
during the course of the Alcator C-Mod operations. This inevitably increase the
uncertainty of the temperature data if data from runs between different calibration
period are used. The uncertainty is about 15%. When data from the same calibration
period, especially the same run day, are used, the random errors are reduced to within
5%. (Ref. [37]) So in the analysis in this chapter, T6 's error range for discharges from
the same run day is taken as 5%, while it is taken as 15% for discharges taken from
different run days.
Error bars for the analysis in this chapter are obtained by varying the electron
density and temperature to their maximum error range and calculating the argon
density using the varied electron density and temperature profiles.
4.10 Conclusion
Comparisons of the impurity screening characteristics between the diverted plasmas
and the limited plasmas showed that argon penetration in the diverted plasmas was
significantly lower than that in the limited plasmas. The reason for divertor's supe-
rior performance was that in the scrape-off region the diverted plasmas have higher
electron density and temperature than the limited plasmas. This confirmed the ad-
vantage of the divertor over the limiter in impurity screening. A penetration model
was developed to relate impurity penetration to edge plasma parameters. The re-
sults calculated using this model were consistent with the experimental observations.
For diverted plasmas, the argon penetration shows no dependence on divertor tar-
get plate strike point locations, outer gaps, or heating modes (ICRF versus ohmic).
An argon penetration scaling was found to be in the form of p oc ' for ohmic and
L-mode plasmas. For the Alcator C-Mod run period from November 1994 to June
1995, p(%) ~ 21. This inverse dependency of p on h, was consistent with the
penetration model's prediction. Impurity content in the H-mode plasmas was about
a factor of 5 higher than that in the L-mode plasmas. However, the longer H-mode
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particle confinement time also suggests that the screening efficiency of the SOL may
not change significantly during the H-mode.
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Chapter 5
Impurity Transport Studies
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 The MIST Code
The analysis in Chapter 4 relies on the correct prediction of argon density profiles
by the MIST (Multiple Ionization State Transport) code. MIST is a one-dimensional
time dependent impurity transport code developed to predict the impurity behaviour
in an evolving plasma ([28]). Its use in diagnosing the plasma has been extensively
described in Ref. [38]. The equation governing the impurity transport is:
dni (r) nj+i(r)ne(r)ai+1(T) 
- ni(r)ne(r)S(Te) 
- V - (r) (5.1)
where ni(r) is the density of the i times ionized ions at the location r; ne(r) is the
electron density; a +1(T) is the total recombination coefficient for the recombination
from the i + 1 times ionized to the i times ionized ions; Si(T) is the ionization
coefficient of the i times ionized ions; 1(r) is the flux of the i times ionized ions,
described as the sum of a diffusive and a convective term:
r(r) = -Di, ni(r) + ni(r)Vi , (5.2)
where Di is the impurity diffusion coefficient of the ith charge state; Vi is the con-
vection velocity of the ith charge state. Both Di and Vi are taken to be functions of
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the radial coordinates.
Equation 5.1 can be written for each of the charge states and the resulting set of
equations is coupled. The MIST code solves this coupled set of equations and gives
the relative abundance of different charge states as a result. In the calculation, Di
and Vi are taken as the same for all charge states.
5.1.2 Topics in this Chapter
Of all the factors that can affect the impurity density profile, two important ones are
the diffusion coefficient (D) and convection velocity (V) because they determine the
impurity flux, as indicated by Equation 5.2. Studies were done on Alcator C-Mod
using the laser ablation technique to measure the impurity transport coefficients (D
and V). Another way to infer these coefficients is to model the brightness profiles
of argon x-ray signals and studies were done this way as well. The results of the
studies will be presented in the following sections. In Section 5.2, evidence that an
edge concentration of impurity existed in some cases will be given. Analysis in this
section also suggests that possible cause of this phenomenon was a reduced D and
an outward convection at the outer region of the plasma. In Section 5.3, analysis
of a pellet injection plasma in Alcator C-Mod will be presented. The results of
the analysis suggest that a large inward convection followed the pellet injection and
caused the impurity density profile to peak strongly. In Section 5.4, Results from two
H-mode transport studies will be presented, showing that H-mode impurity particle
transport characteristics differed with L-mode mainly at the edge. The impurity
particle transport itself also changed within the duration of H-mode. Evidence of this
will also be discussed in this section.
5.2 Analysis of the Brightness Profiles for Alca-
tor C-Mod Shot 931014005
5.2.1 Data Analysis
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Figure 5-2: Brightness profile for the w line calculated with no D or V modification. Shot
931014005. Total counts were integrated over 0.55 sec - 0.65 sec. Solid line represents the
modeled brightness profile. Black dots are the observed brightnesses.
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Figure 5-3: Observed and synthetic spectra for shot 931014005, spectrometer # 5. The
spectrum was integrated from 0.55 second to 0.65 second. The solid line is the observed
spectrum. The dashed line is the synthetic spectrum.
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Figure 5-4:
spectrometer
spectrum.
Observed spectrum and synthetic spectrum multiplied by 5 for shot 931014005
# 5. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The dashed line is the synthetic
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For Alcator C-Mod discharge 931014005, (see Figure 5-1 for the flux contour and
the hirex viewing chord locations), the modeling of the spectra whose lines of sight
were near the plasma center were successful within a reasonable range of error. But
for spectrum #5, which looked near the edge ( r/a = 0.8 ) of the plasma, the syn-
thetic line strength was 1/5 of that of the observed one. See the calculated brightness
profile for the w line and the actual brightness obtained by the spectrometers in
Figure 5-2. Also see Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. One possible reason for this was
that the contribution from charge 6xchange recombination was not accounted for
in the calculation. Charge exchange between the hydrogen-like argon ions and the
neutral hydrogen atoms produces excited state helium-like argon ions with n around
9, which subsequently cascades to n = 2 levels. However, when trying to fit the
difference between the experimental and synthetic data using the three distribution
models discussed in Section 3.1.2, it was found that none of these models yielded a
satisfactory result. Figure 5-5 shows the discrepancy between the observed spectrum
and a synthetic spectrum with no charge exchange contribution. This discrepancy
was obtained by subtracting the synthetic spectrum in Figure 5-3 from the observed
spectrum. Figures 5-6 to 5-8 show the charge exchange recombination contribution
calculated from each of the three models. Comparisons between Figure 5-6 to Fig-
ure 5-8 and Figure 5-5 show that even though all three charge exchange models
produced results agreeing well with the observed spectrum for w and z lines, none of
the models produced the correct line ratio between the intercombination lines x and
y. All three models reversed the line ratio between the x line and the y line. The ratio
between the intercombination lines and the forbidden lines was also wrong. To make
matters worse, charge exchange recombination made no contribution to the satellite
line brightnesses. So the satellite lines would remained too low if charge exchange
recombination indeed made a significant contribution to the line strength at the outer
regions of the plasma. It was very difficult to include charge exchange recombination
as a significant population mechanism.
A re-examination of Figure 5-4 showed reasonable agreement between the observed
spectrum and the synthetic spectrum multiplied by a factor of 5. Both the line
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Figure 5-5: Discrepancy between the observed and synthetic spectrum for spectrometer # 5
in shot 931014005. From 0.55 sec to 0.65 sec
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Figure 5-6: Charge exchange recombination contribution calculated from Model 1 of Sec-
tion 3.1.2 for spectrometer # 5
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Figure 5-8: Charge exchange recombination contribution calculated from Model 3 of Sec-
tion 3.1.2 for spectrometer # 5
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ratios and the satellite line strengths agreed well. This suggested that the model was
systematically underestimating the intensities which in turn might be explained by a
local concentration of argon in the edge of the plasma.
A possible cause for the edge concentration of the impurities was that an edge
transport barrier existed. To produce a suitable argon ion density profile in which
there is an edge concentration of argon, the diffusion coefficient profile and convective
velocity profile used in the MIST code were varied. With the highly simplified profiles
shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10, the synthetic spectrum was more than doubled in
intensity. See Figure 5-11 for the brightness profile of the w line. Also see Figure 5-
12 and Figure 5-13. The satellite line ratios also agreed better with the observed
spectrum. This supported the assumption of a local concentration of argon.
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Figure 5-9: Diffusion coefficient profile modified to produce higher argon density at outer
region. Also shown in the dashed line is the unmodified diffusion coefficient profile.
The new argon ion density profiles produced by the MIST code with modified dif-
fusion coefficient and convective velocity profiles are shown in Figure 5-14, along with
the argon ion densities produced by unmodified diffusion coefficient and convective
velocity profiles. Comparison of those two sets of profiles shows that the new Li-like
Ar density was over 10 times higher than the unmodified Li-like Ar density beyond
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Figure 5-10: Convective velocity profile modified to produce higher argon density at outer
region.Also shown in the dashed line is the unmodified convective velocity profile.
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Figure 5-11: Brightness profile for the w line calculated with D and V modification. Shot
931014005. Total counts were integrated for 0.55 sec - 0.65 sec. Solid line represent the
modeled brightness profile. Black dots are the observed brightness.
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Figure 5-12: Overplot of observed spectrum and synthetic spectrum obtained with modified
D and V profiles for shot 931014005 spectrometer # 5. Spectrum taken from 0.55 second to
0.65 second. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The dashed line is the synthetic spectrum.
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Figure 5-13: Observed spectrum and synthetic spectrum obtained with modified D and V
profiles and multiplied by 2 for spectrometer # 5. The solid line is the observed spectrum. The
dashed line is the synthetic spectrum.
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Figure 5-14: Density profiles for H-like, He-like and Li-like argon using unmodified and
modified D and V profiles.
5.2.2 Uncertainty Analysis
As in any other analysis using the argon density obtained by fitting the absolute
intensity of the helium-like argon spectrum, the uncertainties in the T and n, mea-
surement contribute to the uncertainties in the analysis in this chapter. But unlike
in Chapter 4, in which only the central chord x-ray data are used, data from two or
more spectrometers viewing at different locations are used in this chapter. Therefore
the difference in the sensitivities of the spectrometers has to be taken into account.
The relative sensitivities of the five spectrometers have been calibrated by having
two spectrometers with overlapping ranges looking at the same magnetic flux surface
and comparing the signal intensity. Adjustments were made to the raw spectra to
compensate for the difference in sensitivities. So the uncertainties in the adjustment
coefficients determine the uncertainty this contributes to the total error bar. The
spatial resolution of the spectrometer is around 1cm. This brings ~ 10% error in
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relative sensitivity calibration. For many cases where a spectrum is taken along a
line of sight distant from the plasma center, a slight error in electron temperature
measurement would cause more than twice as much error in the argon density mea-
surement due to the strong dependance of helium-like argon emissivity on the electron
temperature, especially in the low temperature region. Since the T measurement has
error bars of ~ 15% at the outer region of the plasma, ([39]), in many cases by vary-
ing the Te within its error range, the calculated brightness can be varied greatly to
fit the observed brightness. But this cannot be the case for shot 931014005. The
line ratios between the helium-like argon principal lines are also strongly dependant
on the electron temperature. Figure 5-4 shows that the observed line ratio between
the z and w line was higher than the calculated one. This indicates that the actual
electron temperature was lower than the one used in the intensity calculation, and a
lower electron temperature would only result in a even lower x-ray intensity. So the
uncertainty in the electron temperature measurement cannot explain the fact that
the observed line intensity was five times as large as the theoretically predicted one.
In shot 931014005, the line of sight of the spectrometer #5 is 17 cm away from the
center of the plasma. It was within the range of the last chord of TCI. This means
the uncertainty of density measurement should be within 10% ([36]). So the total
uncertainty of electron density and temperature measurement and spectrometer sen-
sitivity differences could increase the calculated intensity by no more than 20%. The
only logical means to explain the large discrepancy between observed and calculated
line intensity was to suggest that a local concentration of argon in the edge existed,
as the previous discussions have done.
5.3 Effect of the Pellet Injection on the Diffusion
Coefficient and Impurity Penetration
The pellet injection technique has become the leading technology of refueling the
magnetically confined plasma, enabling central fueling. One of the added benefits of
this technique is the improvement in particle and energy confinement. An extensive
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review of this technique can be found in Ref. [40]. The injection of a pellet causes
a peaked density profile. This peaked profile, however, is not simply due to the
central fueling. The peaking persists, demonstrating that pellet injection changes
the particle transport. Of interest is whether the impurity transport also undergoes
similar changes, because accumulation of impurities in the central region caused by
peaked impurity density profile would result in a significant dilution of the fuel ([41]-
[42]). Studies of impurity transport in several tokamaks observed the accumulation of
impurities indeed ([43]-[49}, [41]). In this section, analysis of pellet fueled plasmas
in Alcator C-Mod will be presented.
5.3.1 Data Analysis
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Figure 5-15: Time histories of x-ray signals and other important plasma parameters for
Alcator C-Mod shot 941221029, during which lithium pellets were injected at 0.505 second and
1.2 second. For the plasma current, the y axis is in Amp. For the Iz, the y axis is in m- 3 . for
the central Te, the y axis is in keV. For the x-ray signals, the y axis is the counting rate in kHz.
For the argon inject pulse, the y axis is the voltage applied to the pulsed valve in 10 volts.
During Alcator C-Mod shot 941221029, lithium pellets of macroscopic size were in-
jected at 0.505 sec and 1.2 second. The one injected at 0.505 seconds was of interest.
Figure 5-15 plots the time histories for important plasma parameters and the scaler
signals from spectrometer # 2 looking at the center of the plasma and spectrometer
#1 looking at about 8 cm away from the center. See Figure 5-16 for the magnetic
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Figure 5-16: H IREX viewing chord locations during Alcator C-Mod discharge 941221029 from
0.4 s to 0.6 s.
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geometry of this discharge and the Hirex viewing chord locations. After the pellet
went in, the x-ray signal of the center chord (spectrometer # 2) increased by a factor
of 7. The electron temperature, however, decreased dramatically. Given the fact that
the x-ray emissivity of helium-like argon was very sensitive to the electron temper-
ature, it would take a lot more argon in the plasma to produce an increased signal
level. In fact, the total argon amount in the plasma reached a maximum of 11 times
that of the amount before the pellet injection. Exactly why this was so is unclear.
Another interesting observation was that while the signal from spectrometer #2 had
a large increase after the pellet injection, the increase in signal from spectrometer
#1 was much smaller. This suggests that the actual brightness profile fell off quicker
at a larger radius following the pellet injection than before the pellet injection. If
a spatially constant diffusion coefficient profile was assumed, then the counting rate
of the spectrometer # 1 could be predicted by using the argon ion density profiles
produced by the MIST code along with the observed counting rate of spectrometer
# 2. Figure 5-17 plots the ratio of the predicted counting rate for spectrometer # 1
and the observed counting rate versus time. Before the pellet injection, the ratio was
around 2. But during the injection period, the ratio went up to 10. This suggests
that the actual density at the outer region of the plasma ( > 8cm in this case ) was
much lower than what was predicted by MIST using a convection velocity profile used
for non-pellet shots. (This profile described an inward convection velocity increases
linearly with minor radius and is about 3 m/sec at the plasma edge. See Figure 5-
20.) To elucidate this further, two more figures are included here. Figure 5-18 shows
the brightness profile calculated using V profiles for normal shots before the lithium
pellet injection at 0.45 second with observed brightness overplotted on it. Figure 5-19
shows the brightness profile calculated using the same constant V profile at .55 second
shortly after the lithium pellet injection at 0.505 second. In this case the observed
brightness was much lower than the calculated value at 8 cm.
To address this problem, the the convective velocity ( V ) profile is altered along
with diffusion coefficient ( D ) profile in an effort to produce an argon density profile
which fell off quickly as the radius increases. It is found that the same argon density
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counting rate for a Alcator C-Mod lithium pellet shot.
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Figure 5-18: Brightness profile calculated with V modification for the Alcator C-Mod lithium
pellet shot before the pellet injection at 0.45 second. The solid line is the brightness profile.
Solid dots are the observed brightness.
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Figure 5-19: Brightness profile calculated with no V modification for the Alcator C-Mod
lithium pellet shot at 0.55 second, 45 ms after the lithium pellet injection. Solid line is the
brightness profile. Solid dots are the observed brightness.
profile could be produced by varying either V or D alone, or by varying both at the
same time. To isolate the real cause of the argon density peaking, time histories of
imaginary scandium injections were produced with MIST code in a time dependant
mode. It was found that variation of the D profile would lead to long impurity rise
time ( ~ 50ms ), which was much longer than what is observed ( ~ 10ms ) in the
experiments. This suggests that varying the V alone should explain the peaking of
argon density. Figure 5-20 plots the V profiles needed to produce a brightness profile
consistent with the measurements. Figure 5-21 shows the argon density profiles re-
sulted from such D and V profiles. Figure 5-22 shows the brightness profile calculated
using this V profile at 0.55 second shortly after the pellet injection. The difference
between the observed brightness for spectrometer # 1 and the calculated brightness
was the same as that before the pellet injection. See Figure 5-18 for comparison.
Though the V profile used in obtaining this result was highly simplified, it offered
strong evidence of the existence of a very large convection velocity during the pellet
injection.
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Figure 5-20: Convective velocity profile modified to produce lower argon density at the outer
region. Also shown in the dashed line is the unmodified convective velocity profile.
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Figure 5-21: Density profiles for H-like, He-like and Li-like argon ions calculated using modified
D and V profiles for the Alcator C-Mod lithium pellet shot.
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Figure 5-22: Brightness profile calculated with no D or V modification for the Alcator C-Mod
lithium pellet shot at 0.55 second. Solid line is the brightness profile. Solid dots are the observed
brightness.
5.3.2 Uncertainty Analysis
Much of the error analysis in Section 5.2.2 can also be applied here. However, the TCI
measurement of the electron density is known to be wrong during the pellet injection
period. The actual electron density profile is much more peaked in the center than
that is indicated by the TCI measurement. (Ref. [50]) The actual peaked electron
density can be as much as twice the TCI value. (Ref. [36]). This would reduce the
discrepancy between the observed brightness taken by spectrometer #1 and the theo-
retically predicted brightness by a factor of 2. Electron temperature and spectrometer
sensitivity contribute another 20% in uncertainties. However, the combined effect of
the uncertainties can not fully explain the large discrepancy between the observed
brightness taken by spectrometer #1 and the theoretically predicted brightness. A
strongly peaked argon density profile must be at least part of the explanation.
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5.4 Impurity Transport During H-mode
During H-mode, the transport coefficients can change quite substantially compared
to L-mode conditions. (Ref. [51] and [52]) A few experiments to study the impurity
particle transport characteristics of H-mode were carried out in the past on various
machines. On JET (Ref. [53]), nickel was injected using the laser blow-off technique.
Transport simulations were run to find the best fit for the observed data. It was
found that the radial profile of the diffusion coefficient, D, increases in the outer
part of the plasma. During H-modes, D decreased to about 1/8 of L-mode value
in the outer part of the plasma and only a slight decrease was found in the plasma
center. The increase of D in the outer plasma was needed to explain the observed
hollowness of the emissivity profile of the central species. A large inward convection
velocity (V = 50 m/s compared to 6 m/s for L-mode) was also needed to explain
the behavior of the edge species during H-mode. On DIII-D (Ref. [54]), the MIST
code was used with constant transport parameters and an evolving density profile to
simulate the evolution of intrinsic nickel impurity signals during giant ELMs. It was
found that a large spatially invariant D = 1 m 2/s and a convection velocity profile
of the form V = 3D8I le(r) could produce satisfactory simulation results. Since the6r
electron density profile was found to remain flat during H-mode with large gradients
in the edge on DIII-D, this V formula implied that the convection was only significant
at the edge. Laser blow-off injection of cobalt was also studied and the results were
consistent with that of the intrinsic impurity transport study. On ASDEX (Ref.
[55]), an edge transport barrier existed inside the separatrix with a width of < 3 cm.
The electron diffusivity was found to be 1/6 of L-mode value within a radial zone of
~ 3 cm inside the LCFS. An earlier study (Ref. [56]) presented a transport scaling:
D(r) = 0.4x,(r) = 0.4Coq(r)B(R)-1 cm 2 /s
V(r) = -0.5D(r) a In T, (5.3)Or
where Co = 2.5 x 10' for H-mode and Co = 6.2 x 10' for L-mode; R is the major
radius.
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On JT-60U (Ref. [57]), evidence suggested that an internal transport barrier exists
during its "High-o, H-mode". However, the cause of the barrier was not found.
In general, H-mode results in enhanced particle confinement. However, the actual
behavior of the transport parameters varies from tokamak to tokamak. Therefore it
is of interest to study the transport characteristics of H-mode in Alcator C-Mod. In
this section, results from H-mode transport studies on Alcator C-Mod are presented.
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Figure 5-23: Plasma parameters for H-mode scandium injection experiment.
Quasi-static, ELMy and ELM free H-mode plasmas have been achieved in Alca-
tor C-Mod , (see Figure 5-23), enabling the transport study in the Alcator C-Mod
tokamak. Scandium was injected during H-mode phase in one experiment. The time
history studies on both helium-like scandium x-ray emission and lithium-like VUV
emission enabled the determination of the transport coefficients. The HIREX x-ray
spectrometers and the McPherson VUV spectrometer were scanned on a shot-to-shot
basis for a series of almost identical shots to provide the brightness profile measure-
ments. (Figure 5-24) The brightness profiles of helium-like scandium and lithium-like
scandium emission offered further constraints on the transport coefficient profiles de-
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rived. The plasma parameters were as follows: Ip = 1.0MA, ie ~ 1.7 x 10 2 0 m-3
(Ohmic) and ii ~ 3.5 x 1020 m-3 (H-mode), ICRF power of 2.5 MW was applied in
0.45 second long pulses in addition to - 0.6 MW Ohmic power, K ~ 1.6. (Also see
Figure 5-23.) ELMy H-modes were achieved during the ICRF heating phase, from
0.6 sec to 1.05 sec. Scandium was injected at 0.7 sec using the laser blow-off tech-
nique. The subsequent evolution of the helium-like scandium signals was shown in
Figure 5-24. The evolution of the central chord helium-like scandium and lithium-like
scandium signals are given in Figure 5-25 and 5-26, respectively. (Simulated fits and
the typical L-mode time history of those signals are also plotted on the two figures.)
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Figure 5-24: X-ray Brightness profile of helium-like scandium. Spectrum of the resonance w
line is used. Time resolution is 20 ms.
The time histories of x-ray and VUV emissions show that the impurity confine-
ment time was an order of magnitude longer than that of L-mode phase, confirming
the increased particle confinement characteristics of H-mode as observed on other
machines. It was also shown clearly that a change in transport takes place between
0.85 second and 0.90 second. The impurity particle confinement became noticeably
poorer after the transport change. (See Section 5.5 for more discussions.) However,
the impurity confinement time after the transport change was still a factor of three
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Figure 5-25: Central chord scandium x-ray time history during ELMy H-mode. The solid line
is the time history observed by HIREX. Spectrum of the resonant w line is used. Signals are
digitized every 20 ms. The dashed line is the simulated fit. Notice that the transport apparently
changes to the right of the vertical line. Also plotted in a dotted line is the time history of a
typical L-mode scandium injection. The solid dots represent the time for which the comparisons
of the observed and simulated radial brightness profiles of helium-like scandium w line x-ray
emission are made in Figure 5-32.
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Figure 5-26: Center chord scandium VUV time history during ELMy H-mode. The solid line
is the time history observed by the McPherson spectrograph. Spectrum of the 1s22pj=3/ 2 -
18 22s line at 281.8A was used. The dashed line is the simulated fit. Notice that the transport
apparently changed to the right of the vertical line. Also plotted in a dotted line is the time
history of a typical L-mode scandium injection. The solid dots represent the time for which the
comparisons of the observed and simulated radial brightness profiles of lithium-like scandium
VUV emission are made in Figure 5-33.
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longer than L-mode impurity confinement time. Figure 5-24 shows that the helium-
like radial brightness profile remained peaked throughout the the whole injection,
even after the transport change point, in contrast with the hollow profile observed in
JET.
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Figure 5-27: Radial transport coefficient profiles during H-mode. The two dashed lines
on each figure shows the range of the transport profiles. Also plotted are the typical L-mode
transport coefficient profiles.
The MIST code was used to simulate the time histories of the scandium x-ray and
VUV signals before the transport change point. Four sets of observation data were
available for the simulation: the radial profile and time history of the brightness of
the central species - helium-like scandium; and the radial profile and time history of
the brightness of the edge species - lithium-like scandium. Detailed study using a
wide range of the transport coefficient profiles was done to find the best fit for these
four sets of data. It was found only a D profile that decreases substantially at the
edge and a large inward convection influx could fit all four sets of data simultaneously.
Figures 5-28 to 5-31 show some of the other transport coefficient profiles that had
been tested. The transport coefficients for the best fit are shown in Figure 5-27.
In the center, the diffusion coefficient was lower than, but still comparable to, that
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of L-mode plasma. However, D decreased substantially at the edge to an order of
magnitude lower than L-mode value. A large inward convection velocity was found
in the edge, within several centimeters of the separatrix.
It should be noted that the there is not one unique set of solutions for the transport
coefficient profiles. Figure 5-27 uses two dashed lines to mark the range within which
the transport coefficient profiles can be varied while they still produce good fits.
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Figure 5-28: A set of transport efficient profiles tested for fitting H-mode x-ray and VUV
signals. This set shows that the edge species' signal cannot be fitted correctly without inward
convection at the edge.
Figures 5-25 and 5-26 show the simulated central chord time histories of helium-
like and lithium-like scandium signals in comparison to the observed data. Figures 5-
32 and 5-33 show the simulated radial profiles of helium-like scandium and lithium-like
scandium brightness along with the observed profiles at three different time points.
The simulations agree well with the observations.
In the toroidal devices as the tokamaks, some particles are trapped by the mag-
netic mirror effect between the high field regions of a helical field line. The guiding
centers of these trapped particles trace out banana-shaped orbits. As a particle makes
collisions, it becomes trapped and untrapped successively and moves from one banana
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Figure 5-29: A set of transport efficient profiles tested for fitting H-mode x-ray and VUV
signals. This set shows that the central species' signal cannot be fitted correctly without higher
diffusion coefficient in the center.
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Figure 5-30: A set of transport efficient profiles tested for fitting H-mode x-ray and VUV
signals. This set shows that a large edge inward convection velocity alone cannot produce
satisfactory fits for both the the edge species and the central species' signals.
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Figure 5-32: Comparison of the observed and simulated radial brightness profiles of helium-like
scandium w line x-ray emission. Each set of the lines corresponds to a time point represented
by a solid dot in Figure 5-25. The lines with solid dots are the observed radial brightness profile.
The ones without dots are the simulated profiles.
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Figure 5-33: Comparison of the observed and simulated radial brightness profiles of lithium-
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orbit to another, therefore contributes to the so called "neoclassical transport". The
neoclassical transport coefficients are taken in Ref. [58] as:
4 24 In A T-1nD = -v/7pbe" (1+ 7q2) a-/
3 vl~-n
V = 4 -irp 2e 4 In A (I + -yg2)Ta-3/2[Zj Onb nba Ts] (5.4)
3 bVmis~ Zb (9r T (9r
(5.5)
where all terms are in cgs units except that Tb is in eV. Here, b denotes the background
ion species, 3' denotes the Jth charge state of the impurity, q is the safety factor, p is
the ion gyroradius, -y is on the order of unity for trace impurities, In A is the Coulomb
logarithm, mb is the mass of the background species atom, T is assumed to be the
same as Tb. When calculating the neoclassical transport coefficients, the nb is taken
as the same as the n, for deuterium plasmas and the Tb is taken as:
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Tb = 3000[1 - ( r 21 1.5 eV, (5.6)22.5
where r is the minor radius in cm.
Comparisons between the deduced transport coefficients and the neoclassical trans-
port coefficients were also made. Figure 5-34 shows the comparisons between the
deduced H-mode transport coefficients and the neoclassical transport coefficients cal-
culated using the electron temperature profile obtained with ECE and the electron
density profile obtained with the TCL Also shown are the typical transport coefficient
profiles of L-mode plasmas. It shows that during H-mode, the diffusion coefficient
in the plasma center was still comparable in magnitude to the anomalous diffusion
coefficient during L-mode. At the edge, i.e. r/a > 0.7, H-mode diffusion coefficient
decreased to the same level of the neoclassical diffusion coefficient. H-mode convec-
tion velocity remained insignificant within r/a < 0.85. A large (compared to L-mode)
inward convection velocity existed in the region r/a > 0.85. This was consistent with
the neoclassical convection velocity profile. However, the neoclassical convection ve-
locity was an order of magnitude larger than H-mode convection velocity.
Figure 5-35 shoWs the fits for the x-ray and the VUV signals generated with the
neoclassical transport coefficients. The simulated rise time was too long for the x-ray
signals due to the small diffusion coefficient in the center. This suggested that a set
of transport coefficients completely in the neoclassical form would not be consistent
with the experimental observation. Figure 5-36 shows the fits for the x-ray and the
VUV signals generated with the neoclassical convection velocity, anomalous diffusion
in the center and neoclassical diffusion at the edge. The rise time of the simulated
x-ray signals was close to the experimental value. But the decay time of the simulated
x-ray signals was still much larger than the experimental value due to the very large
inward neoclassical convection velocity. This suggested that convection velocity in the
neoclassical form would not be consistent with the experimental observation. The
convection velocity had to be an order of magnitude smaller than the neoclassical
value to explain the time evolution of the x-ray and VUV signals.
The analysis of the scandium injections has provided a good understanding of D
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Figure 5-35: X-ray and VUV fits produced using neoclassical transport coefficients.
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and V during H-mode. D and V obtained from scandium injection can then be used
to analyze the argon injection data.
In a separate H-mode experiment, argon was injected at 0.3 sec using 20 ms
long pulses. The HIREX spectrometers were also scanned on a shot-to-shot basis
during a series of almost identical shots. The plasma parameters are the following:
1p = 1.1MA, h, _ 1.5 x 1020 m- 3 (Ohmic) and h ~ 4 x 1020 m- 3 (H-mode), ICRF
power of 2 MW were applied in 0.4 second long pulses in addition to - 1 MW Ohmic
power, r ~ 1.6. ELMy H-modes were achieved during the ICRF heating phase. See
Figure 5-37.
Since the w and z line spectra were suspected to be saturated during the H-mode
due to high counting rate, the brightness of the intercombination lines: x and y
line, were used in the analysis. The transport coefficient profiles inferred from the
scandium injection experiment discussed earlier in this section were used in the MIST
code to produce fit for the combined brightness profile of x and y lines. The synthetic
brightness profile is shown in Figure 5-38, along with the observed brightness. The
good agreement between the synthetic profile and the observed one supports the
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Figure 5-37: Plasma parameters for H-mode argon injection experiment.
transport coefficient profiles inferred from the scandium injection experiment.
5.5 Change of the Impurity Transport Charac-
teristics during H-mode
In the previous section it was mentioned that the impurity transport changed dur-
ing H-mode. The impurity particle confinement became noticeably poorer after the
change. This phenomenon was observed for all discharges (ELMy and ELM free)
of the scandium injection H-mode experiment. Therefore it is worth studying the
possible causes that lead to this transport change. Analysis was done for both ELMy
and ELM free plasmas.
It was observed that in the ELMy plasmas the impurity particle transport change
point coincided with the drop in the plasma stored energy. (See Figures 5-39 and
5-40.) Study of the ELMy H-mode discharges showed that the total radiated power
at the transport change points were all at ~ 1.4 MW. (See Table 5.1.) This suggest
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Figure 5-38: Comparison of the combined brightness profile of the intercombination lines
and the observed one. It shows a good agreement between the two. Brightness values were
integrated over 50 ms intervals.
that 1.4 MW was a threshold over which the energy confinement as well as the
impurity particle transport changes in the ELMy H-mode plasmas. The scaling of
this threshold is worth studying in the future when the total stored energy, the total
input power, etc. are scanned.
In the ELM free plasmas the impurity particle transport change points were ob-
served to follow the drop in the plasma stored energy. (See Figures 5-41 and 5-42.)
It suggests that the energy transport change occurred before the impurity particle
transport change in the ELM free H-mode plasmas. The drop in the stored energy
was also much bigger for the ELM free H-mode than for the ELMy H-mode plasmas,
suggesting a bigger change in the energy transport and possibly impurity particle
transport. Study of the ELM free H-mode discharges showed that the total radi-
ated power at the transport change points were all at ~ 2.2 MW, as compared with
~ 1.4 MW for the ELMy plasmas. (See Table 5. 1.) This suggests that 2.2 MW was
a threshold over which the energy confinement changes in the ELM free H-mode plas-
mas, Like that for the ELMy plasmas, the scahing of this threshold is not currently
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Figure 5-40: Illustration of the impurity transport characteristics change during the ELMy
H-mode. The y axis shows the units for the the total radiated power. The traces for the VUV
signals and the stored energy are normalized to the scale of the total radiated power in order
to compare their time evolution. The vertical line shows the time when the transport change
occurred.
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Prad at the transport Stored energy P, ELMy or ELM free
change point (MW) (kJ) (MW) 
_ 
__ 
__
1.49 183. 3.18 ELMy
1.38 186. 3.22 ELMy
1.46 200. 3.18 ELMy
1.46 190. 3.21 ELMy
2.26 203. 3.10 ELM free
2.21 182. 3.18 ELM free
2.22 200. 3.12 ELM free
Table 5.1: Thresholds of the energy transport change during H-mode.
measured but can be done in the future when more H-mode experiments are carried
out.
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Figure 5-42: Illustration of the impurity transport characteristics change during the ELM free
H-mode. The y axis shows the units for the the total radiated power. The traces for the VUV
signals and the stored energy were normalized to the scale of the total radiated power in order
to compare their time evolution. The vertical line shows the time when the transport change
occurred.
Comparisons between the edge electron temperature at the energy transport
change point and at the impurity particle transport change point showed that neither
the edge electron temperature nor the gradient of the edge electron temperature had
a strong corelation with the transport change.
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5.6 Discussion
In Section 5.2.1, analysis of the brightness profile of shot 931014005 showed that the
synthetic spectra could fit the observed ones by varying the diffusion coefficient and
convective velocity at the edge. It is important to verify this in some way. Fig-
ure 5-14 shows the argon ion density profiles produced with the MIST code using the
non-spatially-constant diffusion coefficient profile along with the argon ion densities
produced using a constant diffusion coefficient. Comparison of those two sets of pro-
files shows that beyond 17 cm, the lithium-like argon density using the non-constant
D profile is over 10 times higher than that produced using constant D. This drastic
increase of lithium-like argon over the level predicted by a constant D profile can
be verified by the McPherson spectrography looking at 2s -+ 2p transitions of the
lithium-like argon. The atomic modeling is discussed in Section 3.3. Since the An = 0
lithium-like argon ion line emissivity only depends weakly on the electron temper-
ature (see Figure 3-13), the region where the lithium-like argon density is higher
contributes more to the line brightness. For a normally hollow lithium-like argon
density profile, the outer region of the plasma contributes the most to the lithium-
like argon line brightness for the viewing chord that passes near the plasma center.
For this reason the McPherson spectrometer measurements provide information about
the lithium-like argon density in the outer region. The experiment discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2 provides evidence that the lithium-like argon density is much higher in some
cases (in this case, factor of 4) than that predicted assuming a constant diffusion
coefficient. Though this discrepancy might be accounted for by the error ranges of
the HIREX and the McPherson measurements, the direction of the discrepancy was
consistent with the analysis in Section 5.2.1 and provides evidence that the diffusion
coefficient is not spatially constant, in at least some Ohmic cases.
It should be noted, though, that there is another possible cause for the edge
concentration of impurities. An up-down asymmetry has been observed on Alcator
C-Mod due to a drift in the opposite direction of the ion B x VB drift. It is also
possible the edge impurity concentration was a result of this asymmetry.
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H-mode transport studies done on other tokamaks had shown that while the D
behavior varied both quantitatively and qualitatively over a wide range from machine
to machine, an inward convection, mainly significant at the edge, was found in most
of the studies. The results from the two H-mode experiments discussed in this chapter
also confirm this finding. Of the past transport experiments, the one carried out in
JET was the closest to the experiments in Alcator C-Mod in terms of experimental
methods and data analysis techniques. The JET experiment clearly identified the
existence of a large inward convection velocity in a thin layer at the edge. As for
the diffusivity, the two machines differed significantly. The Alcator C-Mod D profile
decreased at the outer part of the plasma, deduced from a peaked impurity brightness
profile. The JET D profile increased at the outer part of the plasma, deduced from
a hollow impurity brightness profile. This shows the machine-dependence of the
transport process. However, despite the difference in D profiles between Alcator C-
Mod and JET, most of the transport changes between L-mode and H-mode occurred
at the edge, not the center, for both machines. This suggests that it's the edge
parameters, rather than the central ones that change the most in H-mode.
H-mode remains of great interest to the fusion community and the theories are
still under development to explain it. The leading hypothesis for the cause of H-mode
is that it is due to the development of a radially narrow edge transport barrier with
high flow shear which suppresses edge microturbulence driven transport. (Ref. [59]
and [60].) This would imply that the diffusion coefficient at the edge would be much
reduced from L-mode level of the anomalous diffusion, while stays close to L-mode
level in the core where the microturbulence is unsuppressed. The findings of the
H-mode experiments in Alcator C-Mod were consistent with that implied by this hy-
pothesis. In fact, it was found that the edge H-mode diffusion coefficient decreased
to the neoclassical level. The change in the impurity particle transport and in the
energy transport as H-mode evolved was another interesting finding. It seemed that
when the radiated power exceeded a certain threshold, the energy and particle con-
finement became worse. This might be explained by the possibility that the radiation
loss reduced the edge flow shear and hence reduced the suppression of the edge mi-
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croturbulence driven transport. It would be worth studying the edge flow shear using
diagnostics that measures rotations, and correlating the change in the edge flow shear
with the transport changes.
5.7 Conclusion
Radial profiles of the impurity transport coefficients (D and V) were studied in this
chapter. It was found that the ohmic diffusion coefficient D was spatially variant in
the case studied. Though the limited number of viewing chords available prevented
the detailed mapping of the D spatial profile, in one of the cases studied, the spatial
variation of D was essential for the explanation of the argon x-ray brightness profile.
For that case, D was found to decrease as the radius increases. One implication of the
profile was that the lithium-like argon should increase by an order of magnitude as
compared with that produced with a spatially constant D profile. This was confirmed
by the comparison of the VUV and x-ray spectra.
After pellet injection, the argon density profile was found to peak strongly in the
center. Further analysis with the MIST code showed that this resulted from a large
inward convection velocity, rather than a spatially variant D. A greatly enhanced
particle confinement was inferred by the analysis.
A very long impurity particle confinement time during H-mode was found in H-
mode studies for both ELMy and ELM free plasmas. In the scandium injection
experiment, it was found that when the total radiated power reaches - 1.4 MW for
the ELMy plasmas and ~ 2.2 MW for the ELM free plasmas, the energy transport
abruptly increased. The point of energy transport change coincided with the point
of the impurity transport change for the ELMy H-mode but preceded the impurity
transport change point for the ELM free plasma. Even after the transport change
which increased both the energy and the impurity particle transport, the impurity
particle confinement was still significantly better than that of L-mode, while the
energy confinement was not. The transport coefficient profiles were deduced for the
period before the transport change point by using the MIST code to simulate the
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brightness profiles and the time evolution histories of the central species (helium-like
scandium) and the edge species (the lithium-like scandium). It was found that a
large inward convection flux exists at the plasma edge (r/a > 0.85) during H-mode.
This finding was consistent with the findings on the other machines. The diffusion
coefficient D was found to decrease slightly in the center during H-mode compared
to L-mode. But D decreased by an order of magnitude compared to L-mode value in
the outer part (r/a > 0.7) of the plasma, to close to the neoclassical level. The lack
of change of the central transport coefficients during H-mode was consistent with the
findings on JET and other tokamaks (Ref. [53] - [57]). Argon was injected during
another H-mode experiment. Transport coefficient profiles obtained in the scandium
injection experiment produced good agreements between the simulated helium-like
argon brightness profile and the observations. This provided further support for the
findings in the scandium injection experiment.
Impurity transport studies for the Alcator C-Mod H-mod suggested that the edge
transport parameters change substantially during H-mode compared to L-mode, while
the central transport parameters remained close to L-mode levels.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
6.1 Future Work
Some important questions remain unanswered. In the next two sections, some prelim-
inary studies are presented in hope that they would point out the direction of future
research on the subject of impurity screening. Section 6.1.1 presents several types of
argon x-ray time histories, suggesting the existence of a "reservoir" for the injected
gas somewhere in the vacuum chamber. Section 6.1.2 discusses the need for neutral
argon temperature and density measurements from the modeling's point of view.
6.1.1 Argon X-ray Signal Time Histories
Since only several percent of the argon injected reside in the main plasma, the where-
about of the rest of argon is worthy of further study. Evidence from some shots
seemed to suggest that there was a "reservoir" for the injected gas somewhere in the
vacuum chamber. Time histories of the argon x-ray signal are studied in this section
to provide the evidence.
Technique described in Section 3.5 is used in this section to analyze the time
history of argon x-ray signals. During a plasma discharge, argon is typically injected
by a single square wave pulse at the early part of the discharge (< 0.5sec). The
amount of argon in the tokamak is fixed for the rest of the discharge. Figure 6-1
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shows a typical time history of the x-ray signal obtained by Hirex scalers, along with
time histories of some important plasma parameters. It normally takes around 50 ms
for the x-ray signal to start rising after the initialization of the argon pulse. That's
when the argon starts diffusing into the center of the plasma where the temperature is
high enough to produce a significant amount of helium-like argon emission. The delay
is also partially due to a delay time for the gas to get to the edge of the plasma from
the injection valve. For a non-recycling impurity, the impurity eventually diffuses
out of the plasma and is deposited on the walls. If there is no new injection, the
signal will decay nearly to zero. Figure 6-2 is a time history of the x-ray signal of
a scandium injection. It takes around 50 ms for the x-ray signal to decay from the
maximum to nearly zero. For a recycling impurity like argon, however, the impurity
ions diffusing out of the plasma recombine into neutrals on or near the wall and re-
enter the plasma. This is equivalent to having a constant source. So the x-ray signals
for argon normally reach a steady-state level, remaining approximately constant as
long as the plasma density and temperature also remain constant, as illustrated in
the trace titled "Central chord He-like argon x-ray" in Figure 6-1 between 0.5 sec and
1.0 sec. This is also demonstrated in Figure 6-3.
However, in some cases, the x-ray signal doesn't remain constant. Figure 6-4
and Figure 6-6 illustrate two opposing cases. Figure 6-4 shows a discharge during
which the x-ray signal kept rising until the ramping-down phase while Ti and T
remained approximately constant. Figure 6-5 shows that the central argon density
kept increasing during the current flat-top, even when the slight decrease in the
electron density and slight increase in the electron temperature as time increased
are taken into account. Figure 6-6 shows a discharge during which the x-ray signal
steadily decreased after reaching a maximum while fi and T remained approximately
constant. (Also see Figure 6-7) This suggests that the argon density in the plasma
does not stay the same in some cases. There are two explanations for the changes in
the argon density in the plasma. One is that the argon screening changed with time
in these cases, so out of a fixed amount of available argon, more and more got into
the plasma in cases represented by Figure 6-4 while less and less got into the plasma
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Figure 6-1: Scope plot for steady state argon x-ray signal time history. The scale for the x
axis is time in second for all five traces. For the plasma current, the y axis is in Amp. For the
ft, the y axis is in m- 3 . for the central Te, the y axis is in keV. For the x-ray signal, the y axis
is the counting rate in kHz. For the argon inject pulse, the y axis is the voltage applied to the
pulsed valve in 10 volts.
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Figure 6-2: A time history of the helium-like scandium x-ray signals for a scandium injection.
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Figure 6-3: Time history of central argon density for Alcator C-Mod discharge 950127023.
The argon injection pulse is also shown. The central argon density remained relatively steady
from 0.4 - 1.0 second.
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argon injection pulse(y axis scale orbitrary)
i-
2
in cases represented by Figure 6-6. Another possible reason for the changing argon
density is that there was not a fixed amount of argon in the vacuum vessel. The walls
might pump away a certain amount of argon. The argon signal is lower in the first
argon shot during each run day because the walls are clean of argon. But as the walls
get saturated with absorbed argon, it is assumed that they no longer pump the argon
in the region between the walls and the LCFS and all the argon injected remains in
the vacuum vessel as potential source of impurity. But this is not necessarily true.
In the case of Figure 6-4, it seemed that argon was constantly being added into the
vacuum vessel. Since no argon was injected from the external source after the argon
pulse at 0.3 second, the extra argon must came from within the tokamak itself. The
possibilities were that either the walls were releasing the argon it absorbed earlier
or some of the argon injected in the 0.3 second pulse was stored in some location
without contributing to the impurity penetration at first. Unfortunately, there was
no measurement of the spatial distribution of the argon density to provide verification
for either speculation. This problem calls for direct measurement of the spatial neutral
argon density distribution.
For the case of Figure 6-6, similar speculations arise. The walls might have already
released some of the argon they absorb between shots and were no longer saturated.
Wall pumping during the shot reduced the total amount of free argon and hence
the x-ray signal. Also it was possible that the argon was constantly pumped to a
certain part of the tokamak other than the walls, e. g. the divertor area. To verify
these speculations, direct measurement of the spatial argon density distribution is
also required.
Similar question was also raised in DIIID experiments([61]). In DIIID, neon was
injected using a long pulse ( - Is ) while a cryo-pump provided pumping at a known
rate in the divertor region. Neon density profile in the plasma were measured by a
neutral beam diagnostic. Neutral (not just neutral neon) pressure were measured both
in the private flux region and midplain. The neon pumping rate was also measured.
It was found that the sum of the total amount of neon in the main plasma and the
total amount of neon pumped out was smaller than the injected amount in the early
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Figure 6-4: Scope plot for rising argon x-ray signal time history. The scale for the x axis is
time in second for all five traces. For the plasma current, the y axis is in Amp. For the ii, the
y axis is in m-3 . for the central Te, the y axis is in keV. For the x-ray signal, the y axis is the
counting rate in kHz. For the argon inject pulse, the y axis is the voltage applied to the pulsed
valve in 10 volts.
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Figure 6-5: Time history of central argon density for Alcator C-Mod discharge 941221008.
The argon injection pulse is also shown. The central argon density increased steadily until 0.95
second.
phase of the injection. Neon could not be completely accounted for even if all the
neutrals outside of plasma were taken to be neutral neons. However, in the later
phase of the injection, all injected neon could be accounted for. This suggested some
kind of storage mechanism also existed for gaseous impurities in DIIID.
6.1.2 Modeling's Need for Neutral Argon Temperature and
Density Measurements
Two of the assumptions the simple model makes are that 1) all the injected argon
exists either in the plasma as impurity ions or in the vacuum chamber surrounding
the plasma as neutral gas, and that 2) the neutral argon gas is evenly distributed in
density and temperature throughout the vacuum chamber. These assumptions are of
course not necessarily correct. It has been observed that the first discharge during a
day's operation with argon injection normally shows lower argon density in the plasma
than the subsequent discharges. This phenomenon cannot be explained by a lower
penetration, since mostly the first plasma discharge with argon injections normally is
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Figure 6-6: Scope plot for decaying argon x-ray signal time history. The scale for the x axis is
time in second for all five traces. For the plasma current, the y axis is in Amp. For the ii,, the
y axis is in m3 . for the central Te, the y axis is in keV. For the x-ray signal, the y axis is the
counting rate in kHz. For the argon inject pulse, the y axis is the voltage applied to the pulsed
valve in 10 volts.
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Figure 6-7: Time history of central argon density for Alcator C-Mod discharge 940608018.
The argon injection pulse is also shown. The central argon density decreased after reaching a
maximum at 0.5 second.
not very different from other discharges. One possible explanation may be the effects
of wall pumping, which reduces the amount of argon in the form of neutral gas. For
the subsequent discharges, the wall is assumed to be saturated with the argon from
the first discharge with argon injection and hence comes the first assumption. But
this might not be true. The wall may lose some of the argon adhering to it between
discharges and therefore part of the argon injected is lost due to wall pumping in every
discharge, albeit not as much as the first one. Also, if the continuously decaying time
history in Figure 6-6 is caused by the wall pumping, then the argon is not 100%
recycling as previously thought. So in order to further test the validity of not only
this model, but in fact any mod el, measurement of actual neutral argon gas density
is necessary.
The second assumption, which assumes the un-iformnity of the neutral argon gas,
is less plausible. One would naturally expect the neutral argon density to be higher
in the divertor region, similar to the behavior of neutral deuterium. If a significant
amount of argon penetrates into the plasma from a place other than in the vicinity
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of the divertor region, it is important to know how the neutral argon is distributed
in order to model it correctly. This again suggests that, in the future, measurement
of the argon density in various locations should be done.
Another unknown in the model is the temperature of the neutral argon. The
higher the temperature, the higher the velocity of the incident neutral particles and
therefore the higher the chance that they penetrate into the core plasma. It would
be of great help to the modeling of the impurity screening if the neutral impurity's
temperature and density are measured.
6.1.3 Conclusion
Experimental results suggested that certain storage mechanism for gaseous impurities
existed in the vacuum chamber. Measurements (possibly with laser florescence) of
the spatial distribution of the neutral impurities are therefore needed to study the
impurity screening problem further. Moreover, from the modeling's point of view, the
neutral argon's temperature and density strongly affect the penetration efficiency.
Experimental measurements of these quantities are needed for further studies on
impurity penetration modeling.
6.2 Summary
In this thesis, two aspects of the impurity transport problem in tokamaks were dis-
cussed. 1) transport coefficient ( D ) and ( V ), 2) impurity screening. Simulations of
the brightness profile and/or the brightness time history were done using the MIST
transport code to find the transport coefficients that produced the best fits. It was
found that, in at least some cases, the diffusion coefficient, D, was spatially variant
for ohmic plasmas. For the case studied, D decreased as the radius increases. One
implication of this D profile was the one-order-of-magnitude increase of lithium-like
argon density at the edge compared to that calculated with a spatially constant D.
This was consistent with the observation of four times higher signal on the VUV
spectrometer, which took lithium-like argon spectrum, than what would have been if
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the density profile deduced using x-ray spectrometer data and MIST-produced pro-
file with a constant D. Following the injection of pellets, a large inward convective
velocity V was also found.
Scandium was injected during long H-mode period. Brightness profile and time
history of both helium-like scandium and lithium-like scandium were simulated us-
ing the MIST code. It was found that the impurity particle confinement improved
substantially during the H-mode. D was found to drop by a factor of 2 in the inner
part of the plasma (r/a < 0.7) and by an order of magnitude in the outer part to the
neoclassical level. A large inward convection flux was also found to exist at the edge
(r/a > 0.85). Transport coefficients obtained from the argon injection experiments
were consistent with that obtained from the scandium injection.
In one H-mode experiment, it was found that when the total radiating power
reaches - 1.4 MW for the ELMy plasmas and - 2.2 MW for the ELM free plas-
mas, the energy transport abruptly increased. The point of energy transport change
coincided with the point of the impurity transport change for the ELMy H-mode
but preceded the impurity transport change point for the ELM free plasma. Even
after the transport change which increased both the energy and the impurity particle
transport, the impurity particle confinement was still significantly better than that
of the L-mode.
The transport studies results suggested that the edge transport parameters changed
substantially during the H-mode compared to the L-mode while the central transport
parameters remained at the L-mode level. This showed the importance of the edge
processes to the H-mode.
Due to the complexity of the geometry of the diverted plasmas, this thesis tried
to study the impurity screening problem on two fronts: through empirical scaling and
through modeling. The divertor-versus-limiter studies were carried out by toggling
the plasmas between limited on the inner wall and diverted at several plasma densities.
The studies showed that at various densities argon penetration in the diverted plasmas
was significantly lower than that in the limited plasmas, due to the higher edge
electron density and temperature as measured by the Fast Scanning Probe. This
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confirmed one advantage of the divertor concept. For diverted plasmas, divertor
target plate strike point scan and outer gaps scan were carried out and the argon
penetration showed no dependence on divertor target plate strike point locations
or outer gaps. Data were also compared for ohmic heated plasma and for plasmas
when ICRF heating were applied. The study showed that argon penetration was also
independent of the heating modes (ICRF versus ohmic). An argon penetration scaling
was found to be in the form of p oc 1/fi, for Ohmic and L-mode plasmas. The total
amount of argon within the LCFS during the H-mode was found to be a factor of 5
higher than that during the L-mode. But after taking into account of the one-order-
of-magnitude increase of the impurity particle confinement time during the H-mode,
the screening ability of the SOL did not change significantly during the H-mode. The
higher impurity content was mostly due to the longer impurity particle confinement
time during the H-mode. The 1-D model developed in Section 4.2.2 was an attempt
to provide some insight into the physical mechanism responsible for the observed
behavior. A formula (Equation 4.14) relating the argon penetration with the plasma
edge parameters was developed. Results calculated using this model were consistent
with the experimental observations. Study of the model also suggested the need for
direct measurement of the spatial distributions of the neutral argon temperature and
density.
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Appendix A
Calibration for HIREX and the
Argon Injection System
A.1 HIREX Calibration
For each individual spectrometer of the high resolution x-ray spectrometer array,
wavelength and line of sight location were calibrated. The calibration process is
described in this section.
The wavelength was calibrated by setting the crystal at the built-in home po-
sition, at which the Bragg angle is known. A laser beam was then shined from the
entrance slit at the center of the crystal. The exit arm was moved so that the reflected
laser beam was positioned at the exact middle of the detector. The voltage at the
attached potentiometer was recorded as a reference. Then the exit arm was moved
to various positions. The voltage and the corresponding step numbers made by the
stepper motor were recorded. The voltage versus position and number of steps versus
position information were then converted to voltage versus wavelength and number
of steps versus wavelength. When wavelength change is needed, present wavelength
information is obtained by reading the voltage. Then the number of steps needed to
reach the new wavelength is calculated and sent to a pulse generator which sends a
series of pulses to the stepper motor controller which controls the stepper motor to
make the exact number of steps required.
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Vertical position was calibrated by putting a screen where the plasma center is
supposed to be and shining a laser beam from the center of the detector to the center
of the crystal then through the slit onto the screen. Voltage was recorded from the
potentiometer attached to the mounting plate of the spectrometer. The rest of the
calibration process is similar to that for the wavelength setting.
A.2 Argon Injection System Calibration
Argon is normally injected through a pulse gas valve. The number of atoms injected
into the plasma was deduced by calibrating the injection valve. The calibration was
done by connecting the valve to a vacuum chamber of known volume. The flow rate
was calculated by measuring the pressure change after an argon pulse. In Figure A-1
the flow rate is plotted versus the plenum pressure for three different voltages applied
to the valve.
B-side lower valve on Alcotor C-Mod
10.00
1.00
0.10 -A 100 volts
90 volts
0 80 volts
0.01
10 100 1000
Plenum pressure ( torr )
Figure A-1: Flow rate versus plenum pressure for the valve used in argon injection experiments
on Alcator C-Mod
The relation between the flow rate f through the valve and the plenum pressure
p is found as follows:
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f = 3.2 x 10- 4pl-56 torr -l-s , (A.1)
where p is in torr.
This relation is obtained for 90 volts, which is the normal voltage used in Alcator
C-Mod operations, applied to the pulsed valve. To calculate the flow rate of the valve
when a voltage other than 90 volts is applied to it, the following formula can be used:
= 9.5 x 10- 6 pl-6  torr - I -s-1 -volt' . (A.2)
See Figure A-2. Thus:
f(v) = f(90 volts) + 9.5 x 10- 6pl-6 (V - 90) , (A.3)
where v is the voltage applied to the valve expressed in volts.
B-side lower valve on Alcator C-Mod
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Figure A-2: d flow rate versus plenum pressure for the valve used in argon injection experi-d(voltagel
ments on Alcator C-Mod
The number of argon atoms can be deduced from the flow rate of the valve and
the pulse length.
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Appendix B
Rate coefficients for major
population mechanisms
The rate coefficients for major population mechanisms for the helium-like argon are
described in this chapter. For more detailed description of the helium-like rate coef-
ficients of some other elements, refer to Ref. [23].
Collisional Excitation
The rate coefficient for excitation by electron impact from ground level g to higher
level k with excitation energy of Ekh is, ([23]);
Sg, = ( 8kTe),I 2Y21raoEH J(U)e-!UdUW9 E, I
= 8.00 x 10 14 (y)T-1/2e m 3 s- , (B.)
where
N(y) = yeJ Q(U)e-yudU. (B.2)
Here y Egk/Te; T is the electron temperature in eV; ao is the first Bohr radius of
the hydrogen atom; me is the electron rest mass; EH is the hydrogen atom ionization
energy ( 13.6eV ); w. is the statistical weight of the initial level; U = E/Ek is the
initial energy of the impinging electron in terms of the excitation energy; f(y) is the
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Element Z ag.m a.11 agm a.2 = a, = ago
Ar 18 0.498 0.454 0.553 0.496
Sc 21 0.478 0.433 0.534 0.473
Table B.1: Screening numbers for excitation from the ground state of helium-like ions
of argon and scandium.
average of the collision strength, £(U), over the Maxwellian distribution of electron
energy. 0(y) can be approximated by an empirical formula ([23]) in the form of;
,(y) = A+ (By - Cy 2 + Dy + E)f(y) + (C + D)y - Dy2 , (B.3)
where f is defined as;
f(y) = e~E 1(y), (B.4)
and El(y) is defined as;
E1 (y) = z 1 le~Y"dz . (B.5)
f can be approximated as;
f(x) = In( ) - {0.36 + 0.03(x + 0.01)"}(x + 1)- 2 , (B.6)
in which a = 0.5 (x > 1) or a = -0.5 (x < 1).
The coefficients A, B, C, D and E are taken from Table 1. of Ref. [62]. In that
table, these coefficients are given in the form of A* = Z2kA, B* = ZkB, C* = ZkC,
D* = ZgkD, E* = Z.kE, where Zgk = Z - a9 k is the effective charge number of the
ion for transition g -+ k. The screening numbers, agk, are given in Table B.1 for argon
and scandium.
Cascade effects. When the contributions from cascading from higher(n > 2) excited
levels following excitation from the ground state are taken into account, we find the
total excitation coefficients with the cascade effect taken into account as:
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S' 1 , = 1.05S9 1, , (B.7)
S,mi = 1.11Sgm, , (B.8)
S91k 1.065 S k (k = 0,1, 2), (B.9)
Sm, = Sgm + 0.4(S9 2 + Sg1 + Sgo)e--O.6x/T* , (B.10)
where Xz is the ionization energy given by:
Xz = 13.6n- 2 (Z - a )2 eV . (B.11)
n2 is the principle quantum number of the outer electron shell. n. = 1 for helium-
like ions; ai is an effective screening number; ai = 0.593 for argon [23] and 0.573 for
scandium.
Collisional excitation and de-excitation between n = 2 excited states
The formula of the rate coefficients for collisional excitation i -+ k is given in Ref.
[23] as;
Sik = 9.28 x 10 1 3 (Z - 1)- 2 Te-12 [a( bif(yi)]e-_2'k m3 -1 , (B.12)
where
Yik = Eik/Te = 8.62 x 1O 5cik/Te, (B.13)
and f(yjk) is defined by Equation 3.22. am,, = 4.6, bi, 1,= 3.2, biO = 0.33, b,1 =
0.96, b,2 = 1.7 are suitable for both argon and scandium. The other values of aik
and Cik are listed in Table B.2, T is in eV.
The expression for the rate coefficients by proton impact excitation and a-particles
impact excitation is taken from Ref. [23] as;
S& = A. exp(-B/T.)Sik(Te = T-), (B.14)
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Element Z am2 ami amo C.,i' Cm2 Cml CmO AP B,/Z
Ar 18 5.7 2.2 -0.04 1.748" 2.567' 2.2515 2.176" 4.80 9.48'
Sc 21 5.1 1.6 0.20 2.291" 3.3495 2.734" 2.6025 5.08 8.971
N. B. Superscript indicate the power of 10 by which the appropriate number
should be multiplied. e. g. 1.748' = 1.748 x 101, etc.
Table B.2: Parameters for excitation between n = 2 levels in the helium-like argon
and scandium ions.
where the symbol x denotes either protons as p or a-particles as a; T, and T, are
the kinetic temperatures of the protons and the a-particles. The coefficients for
protons used in Equation B.14 are listed in Table B.2. Those for the a-particles are
approximated ([23]) by:
A, = 0.152(Z - 1)1056, B, = 1.11 X 102 (Z - 1)1073 . (B.15)
Therefore the total excitation rate is:
e N(H+) p N(He++) iSi = Sik+ N. Sik+ N. w S&. (B. 16)
For each collisional excitation process i --+ k, there is a collisional de-excitation
process k -+ i, whose rate coefficient is given as a function of the collisional excitation
rate coefficient as;
S= (wi/wk)Sik exp(Eik/T.) , (B.17)
where x = e, p, or a; w, and wk are the statistical weights of levels (i) and (k), Eik
is the transition energy of the transition i - k in eV.
Radiative transitions
Rate coefficients Ali for spontaneous transitions k -+ i are listed in the Table B.3
for argon and scandium. At the density of interest, the radiative induced transitions
between levels play insignificant roles and therefore are ignored here.
Radiative recombination The total rate coefficients for radiative recombination
to level (k) is;
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Element Z Am,, A, 9  Am9  A 29  A1, Ai'm, A2m Aim Aom
Ar 18 4.048 1.1014 4.816 3.148 1.6512 9.507 3.418 2.668 2.438
Sc 21 9.358 2.0914 2.327 1.239 5.9412 1.908 6.078 3.268 2.958
Table B.3: Spontaneous radiative transition probabilities for n = 2 levels of helium-
like ions.
a = aQc + Aack , (B.18)
where Ce; is the direct recombination rate and Laca is from cascading from higher
levels ( n > 2). The expressions for ac and Aa' are given in Ref. [231 as (expressed
in m 
-1)
a = 1.4 x10-2Oz1.T-0,
aM = 3.6 x 10 20 z 2 2 T- 0 6 , (B.19)
a," = 5.1 x 10- 20(w/9)z2 4T-0-7,
Aack = 2.2 x 10 2 0 (wk/9)z2 T~0 9 , (B.20)
a'-,= 5.0 x 10- 2 1z 2T-0 5 ,
CaM,/ M, ~ CaMl, (B.21)
, = 1.1 x 10- 20z 2 .32T;-0 7 6
C1 / ~ /ck ,(B.22)
where the index k denotes the three P levels 23 P (for argon, wk = 5, 3, 1 for
k = 2, 1, 0, respectively; for scandium, wk = 4.5, 3.6, 0.9 for k = 2, 1, 0, respectively;
Ref. [62]); z = Z - 1; T, is in eV.
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Dielectronic recombination The rate coefficients for the dielectronic recombi-
nation for all n = 2 levels of helium-like ions are taken from Ref. [23] and expressed
in m 3 S-I as:
a = 5.17 x 10-ZT/ 1 + 7 x 10-5Z4 exp(-6.80(Z + 0.5)2 /Te)
27______380(1 + p)-'
++8 1-Z exp(-8.78Z2 /Te) + 1 + p x 1 exp(-10.2Z2 /Te)]
(B.23)
a , = 5.17 x 10 20 Z4T; 3 /2 + 3 10-6Z4 exp(-6.80(Z + 0.5) 2 /Te)
0.5 6.3
+1 + 2.2 X1O- 5 Z 4 exp(-8.78Z2 /Te)+ 1 + 5 x 10- 3Z 3 exp(-10.2Z2/Te)]
(B.24)
18
ack = 5.17 x 10 2 0 (wk/9)Z4 T 3 /2  -6.80(Z + 0.5
54 380 p+ 1 + 1.9 X 10- 4 Z4 exp(-8.78Z2 /T) + 1 + 5 x 10-3Z3 1 + P exp(-10.2Z2 /Te)],
(B.25)
5.17 x 10 2 0 Z 4 T 3 2  + 6 x 10-6Z4 exp(-6.80(Z + 0.5)2 /Te)
18 (878Z 2IT) + 69 exp(-10.2Z2/T)]
1 + 3 x 10-5Z 4  1 + 5 x 10- 3 Z 3
(B.26)
where Wk is the statistical weight of the 2p triplet levels; and
p ~ 2.0(Z - 1)0.6T- -3 (B.27)
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Appendix C
Calculation of the Fractional
Abundance of Argon Ions Using
Coronal Equilibrium
Coronal equilibrium assumes that all the upward transitions are collisional and all
the downward transitions are radiative. This describes the condition in the center of
the tokamak plasma well. For argon (z=18), in the electron temperature region of
interest (a few hundred eV to several keV), the argon ions are predominantly in the
form of fully-striped, hydrogen-like, helium-like and lithium-like (as will be proven
later in this chapter.) So it is assumed that the lowest ionization stage is Ar'+. For
an ionization equilibrium, i.e. the fractional abundance do not vary with time, a set
of equations can be written as:
+ nAr1s+neaAr18+ = nArl7+eSAr17+ (C.1)
flAr17+fleaAr17++ flArl7+fleSArl7+ = nArlS+nletArlB+ + flArI6+fleSArl6+ , (C.2)
flArirG+neaArl6+ + flAr,6+fleSArl6+ = ?lArl7+fleQArl7+ + flAr15+feSAr15+ , (C.3)
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nAr1s+neaAr15+ + nArl5+neSAri5+ = nArl6+neaAr6+ + nAr14+neSAr14+ , (CA)
flAr14+fleaAr14+ + flArl4+fleSArl4+ = flAr15+fleaArI5+ + flArl3+fleSArl3+ ,(C.5)
nArl3+neSArI3+ = nArl4+neaArl4+nArl3++nArl4++nAr5++nArl6++nArl17++nArls+ = nAr
(C.6)
where nAr.+ denotes the density of Arz+, nA, denotes the total argon density, aAr+
denotes the recombination rate coefficient from Arz+ to Ar(x1)+, SA,.+ denotes the
collisional ionization rate coefficient of Arz+.
This set of equations can be solved to give the fractional abundance of argon ions
in various ionization stages.
nArl+ 1(C.7)
nAr C
4 r,18+
nA.17+ SA,17+
n~r C(C-8)
eAr C
nArlG+ = SA,16+SA,17+ (C-9)
nAr C
CZA16+ aA,.17+ A.1 8+
nA,-5+ SAr15+ SA,16+ SAr17+
nAr C C 0
aArA5+ CAr16+ Ar17+ C,.18+
nAr14+ 
_SA14+ SAr1-5+ SA,16+ SAr17+ (C.11)
nAr C
aA,14+ A,15+ A,16+Ag,17+aA,18+
nAr13+ _ SA,13+ SA,14+ SA.IS+ SA,1G+s , (C. 12)
nAr C
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where the constant
C = C+ArS+ aAr17+aAr1S+ + aArI6+ UAr17+ aArl1+ +
SArl7+ SA,16+ SAr17+ SA,15+ SA,16+ SAr17+
AAr15+ QAr16+ QAr17+ QA,8+ + CA,14+ aA,15+ QA,16+ QArl 7 + aArI8+ (C.13)
SArl4+ SA,15+ SA+16+ SA17+ SAr13+1SAr14+SAr1+SA16+ SA,17+
Ionization rates
The rate coefficients for ionization by electron impact are given by ([63]):
SArz+ = 3.01 X 10~1 2 xEI(xz) m 3s-1 , (C.14)
where Xz is the ionization energy of the ground state of the x times ionized atom
given by:
X, = 13.6n-2 (Z - aj) 2 eV, (C.15)
where Z is the atomic number, Z = 18 in the case of argon, i = Z - x is the number of
electrons left, ai is the effective screening number, (, is the total number of electrons
in the outer shell with principal quantum number, n.2. Further,
X2 = Xz/Te = 13.6n; 2 (Z - ai)2 T;- , (C.16)
where T, is the electron temperature in eV. And the exponential integral E1 (x)
f* z-'e-xzdz can be approximated very well by:
El(x) = &~xf(x) , (C.17)
with
f(x) = ln +) - {0.36 +0.03(x + 0.01)a}(x + 1)-2, (C.18)
where a = 0.5 (x > 1) or a = -0.5 (x < 1). Numerical values for aj, ( and nz taken
from Table 1 in Ref. [23] are listed in Table C.1 for argon. Scandium data can be
interpolated from data given in Table 1 of Ref. [23] and are also listed in Table C.1.
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1 2 3 4 5
2 1 2 1 2 3
Element Z=z+i n2  1 1 2 2 2
-a 1  a 2  a3  a 4  a5  a6
Ar 18 0.040 0.593 1.568 2.139 2.908 0.801
Sc 21 0.063 0.573 1.543 2.115 2.881 0.781
Table CA: Screening numbers aj for ionization.
Recombination rates
The total recombination rate coefficients a, is the sum of the radiative recombi-
nation rate a and the dielectronic recombination rate ad:
a, = a' + ad (C.19)
The rate coefficients for radiative recombinations towards a hydrogen-like (z =
Z --+ z = Z - 1) or a helium-like ion (z = Z - 1 -- z = Z - 2) were given by Ref.
[64] as:
ar = 3.86)x 10-49z2 4T-0* 3- , (C.20)
where T is in eV. For z = Z - 2, Z - 3, Z - 4 the formula was given by Ref. [65] as:
a= 1.92 x 10-1 9 T[ 2z ..- 1fJz2_1)y2-i2~1 m3s- 1 , (C.21)
where xz- 1 is defined by Equation C. 16, n_, 1 is the principal quantum number of the
outer shell of the recombined ion (z - 1), f(xz_1 ) is given by Equation 3.22, g2-1 is
a numerical factor accounting for the recombinations to excited levels. g_- can be
approximated by:
g2-1 ~_ 1 + 0.37n2- + 0.25xz-n_-. (C.22)
The dielectronic recombination coefficients az and a_,5 are = 0. ([23]) The rate
coefficients for other ionization stages are given by Ref. [23]:
a = 8.00 x 1016TE3/2 Z a;Z exp(-0.862-yiza/Te) m3S-1
i=1,2
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z a1 /1 -Y1 61 a 2  02 72 62
Z - 1 0.32 2.183 35 1.652 0.82 2.272 30 1.643
Z - 2 10.5 0.963 45 1.584 16 1.216 37 1.591
Z - 3 0.8(Ar) 2.362 6.8 1.625 1.5 1.03 3.5 0.795
0.36(Sc)
Z - 4 6(Ar) 1.807 7.8 1.597 5.8 0.975 8.7 0.685
1.8(Sc)
Table C.2: Dielectronic recombination rate parameters
where the parameters: aj, 3, 7i and 6j for argon and scandium are given in Table C.2.
The fractional abundance of argon ions densities can be calculated using the rate
coefficients given above. Figure C-1 plots the fractional abundance of argon ions
as functions of electron temperature. It shows that argon is predominantly in the
four highest ionization stages at temperature above 500 eV. This validates ignoring
the ion population with ionization level lower than 13+ in calculating the fractional
abundance of argon ions.
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Figure C-1: Fractional abundance of argon ions in various ionization stages versus electron
temperature; Coronal equilibrium assumed for the calculation.
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Appendix D
Testing of the simple model
Experimental data have been used to test the validity of the simple impurity density
model developed in Section 4.2.2. Equation 4.6 can be simplified by using:
1 N4vi,(a) = - voAP . (D.1)4 V Pe-V
The reason for such simplification is that good edge T and ne profiles are hard
to obtain, while T and ne values at the LCFS is relatively easy to obtain. Using
Equation D.1, Equation 4.13 can be simplified to:
I N V - A ni(ne(a)
nimp(a) = (V - V)D . (D.2)
4 (Vot - ,)D Figa~.(a)
It is noticed that, with little modification, Equation D.2 can also be applied to
majority ion species, which is usually deuterium in the case of Alcator C-Mod. Equa-
tion D.3 is the formula for deuterium density in the plasma:
I n" * nurl V 2 An7--ioan (a
nD(a) = 1D 0 e A (D-3)4 D± o-5v(a)ne(a) '
where nng",,l is the neutral deuterium density outside of the plasma; D- may be
different for deuterium than for impurities.
The following test was done to verify the validity of the model. First, a group of
shots, during which argon was injected and the edge parameters were measured with
the fast scanning probe, was selected. The T and ne at the LCFS were used in the
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simple model to calculate the argon density in the plasma. The argon neutral gas
temperature was adjusted to equate the predicted argon density to the experimentally
observed density obtained by HIREX data. It turned out that the argon temperature
is an order of magnitude higher than the wall temperature. It was then assumed that
argon neutrals are in thermal equilibrium with the neutral deuterium gas outside of
the plasma. So the deuterium gas had the same temperature as the neutral argon
gas. The value of n'77" was measured on the mid-plane of the tokamak by a neutral
gauge ([66]). The gauge actually measured the pressure of the gas but the result was
given in the form of density with the assumption that the neutral gas was in thermal
equilibrium with the machine walls, i.e. the gas temperature was around 300* K. The
gauge was located somewhat remotely so the neutral gas in the gauge was in thermal
equilibrium with the wall. But because the pressure is balanced for the neutral gas,
the same pressure existed near the LCFS where the temperature of the neutral gas
was an order of magnitude higher than the wall temperature. Thus the actual neutral
density was an order of magnitude lower than that indicated by the neutral gauge.
D.1 The Argon Temperature Determination
Evidence suggested that it was not possible for the neutral argon gas outside of the
plasma to be in thermal equilibrium with the machine walls. Figure D-1 plots argon
penetration versus the argon gas temperature, according to Equation 4.14, for a set of
typical plasma parameters. It shows that the argon penetration becomes comparable
to the observed value only after the argon temperature is above 10000 K. Calculations
using the same plasma parameter set gave p = 6.5 x 10' for an argon temperature
of 3000 K, five orders of magnitude lower than the typical observed value, which is
around a few percent. Although p also depends strongly on the values of both ne(a)
and Te(a), changes to ne(a) and Te(a) within the normal operation range cannot make
the calculated p value agree with the observed ones. Therefore we conclude that the
argon temperature is above the wall temperature, in the 103 * K range, or a few tenths
of an eV.
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Figure D-1: Argon penetration calculated using Eq. D.2 vs. neutral argon temperature;
Te(a) = 40 eV; ne(a) = 4 x 1019 m-3; D . = 0.5 m2 s 1 ; A, = 0.005 m.
Figure D-2 plots the neutral argon temperature deduced from T and ne at the
LCFS measured by the fast scanning probe for shots during Alcator C-Mod run
950426 and 950519 versus the ne at the LCFS. There was no obvious dependance of
neutral argon temperature on ne at the LCFS. And as predicted, the neutral argon
temperature was within the range of 103* K.
The implication that the neutral argon temperature is at least one order of mag-
nitude higher than the wall temperature is in contradiction with the intuitive belief
that the neutral gas, in close contact with the wall, should also be in thermal equi-
librium with it. The question then becomes, what heats the neutral argon gas? One
possibility is that the neutral particles collide with the plasma ions in the SOL and
gain energy from the collision. Another possibility is that when the argon atoms
ionized in the SOL and the argon ions diffusing out of the plasma are swept by the
frictional force along with the fuel ions into the limiter or divertor target plate and
recombine into neutrals, they don't lose all their kinetic energy during the recom-
bination process. It is reasonable to assume that argon ions within the SOL have
kinetic energy of the same temperature as the edge electron temperature, which is of
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Figure D-2: Neutral argon gas temperature versus n, at the LCFS for shots from Alcator
C-Mod runs 950426 and 950519. D1 = 0.5 m 2 s-1 , A" = 0.005 m.
the order of magnitude of tens of eVs. The neutral argon temperature is found to be
0.01 eV - 0.1 eV. It's quite possible that the argon ions retain around 1% of their
kinetic energy after the recombination.
D.2 Deuterium Density Prediction
With the assumption that the neutral deuterium gas is in thermal equilibrium with
the neutral argon gas, the edge deuterium density is readily obtainable from the mea-
surement of neutral deuterium density by a neutral gauge mounted on J-port (Ref.
[66]) of Alcator C-Mod . A crude assumption is made that the edge deuterium density
is the same as the ie. Figure D-3 plots the ratio between the ft predicted by the
above model and the measured ft, versus ii. The predicted average electron densi-
ties n7edicd were of the same order of magnitude as the measured average electron
densities. Recall that the deuterium density and hence the n- depend strongly on
the edge n,, T ( with exponential dependence ) and the neutral deuterium temper-
ature. Small deviations in edge n,, T, or the neutral deuterium temperature could
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cause several order of magnitude of change in the predicted ii. Thus it was not a
coincidence that i, predicted by the simple 1-D model turns out to be the same order
of magnitude as the measured h,. It suggested that the most important parameters
and processes involved in the problem of impurity screening/penetration were ac-
counted for correctly in this model and the model represented, at least qualitatively,
the correct relationships between these parameters.
100.00
10.00
1.00
0.10
0.01 -
0.5
Figure D-3: iipedided/5,h
0.2 m 2 -1 ;.\= 0.005 m.
run 950426 and 950519
1.0 1.5 2.0
Fe (1020 m~3 )
versus Ae for Alcator C-Mod run 950426 and 950519. D1 =
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Appendix E
Pictures of HIREX
Figure E-1: An individual spectrometer.
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Figure E-2: Close view of the wavelength scanning mechanism of spectrometer #4. In the
upper left corner is the bellow. The exit arm of the spectrometer is visible under the metal strip
going from the upper left corner to the lower right corner. Horizontally in the middle of the
picture is the lead screw used to drive the spectrometer and the stepper motor is at its right
end. In the lower right corner, stripped onto the metal strip is the metal conduit through which
the cables to the detector go.
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